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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Tropical Fruits pays its respect to the Widjabul Wiyabal people of the Bundjulang nation.
We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land on which we work and live, and
recognise their continuing connection to land, water, and community. We pay respect to
Elders past, present and emerging.
Sovereignty has never been ceded. It always was and always will be, Aboriginal land.

INTRODUCTION
The Environmental Scanning Research project for Tropical Fruits is part of several pre-strategic
planning processes and Committee Vision Process 2020 to support the Committee, its
Members, and other key stakeholders to develop the Strategic Plan 2021. A committee was
formed to conduct the initial research and facilitate some internal SWOTs and identify key
areas of interest. Environment Scanning is the process of gathering information about events
and their relationships within an organisation's internal and external environments. The basic
purpose of environmental scanning is to help management determine the future direction of
the organisation.
Research was undertaken to the best of our ability to find related documentation, this list is
not complete, and will need to be revisited due to the shifting landscape and gathering
restrictions imposed by the COVID19 pandemic. It is hoped this will give Tropical Fruits a
foundation to review who we are, where we at in Australia at this time and review some ideas
of what is possible for the Social Club.
The report includes three sections, to summarise key achievements, strengths, and areas of
vulnerability, as below.
1. Rear view mirror
2. What are others doing?
3. Scanning the horizon
Each section provides some outline of the key issues identified, some solutions or
recommendations to consider. This has been evaluated within the context of the current
strategic plan, constitution and mission statement, values, and information available to subcommittee.
This Environmental Scan Report should be read in conjunction with Fruity Hopes & Dreams
Report (2020) which provides a comprehensive internal review of Tropical Fruits (19882020), focusing on the historical and present-day articulation of its values, mission, and
strategic goals.
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PART A: REAR VIEW MIRROR
KEY POINTS & RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a Diversity and Inclusion strategy
Formalise Mentor program
Develop key partnerships to provide outreach and engagement programs
Review Risk management procedures in line with best practice, including
demonstrating mitigation at Committee level meetings
Strengthen Risk Management, regarding safety issues identified at NYE Festival
events: consent, open sex, respect, overdose
Address demographics of NYE Festival, gender, age, location etc.
Consider reducing the NYE Event size
A review of volunteer & staff roles, responsibilities, and hours needs to occur after
the strategic planning process to ensure Objectives & Key results (OKRs) can be met.
Programs and funding to support the Mental health & well-being of staff and
volunteers
Succession planning for all volunteering & staff roles
Develop partnerships with other organisations and UNIV/VET e.g. skill sharing,
student placement and probono work. E.g. Developing an evaluation of Festival and
Event outcomes through SCU- Event Management, to use for Grant funding
applications
Look at Government paid initiatives to employ staff and create new roles to address
current unemployment
Invest in creating a position to identify business development opportunities, grant
writing and strategic partnerships over minimum 2-year period
Develop a strategy to diversify funding streams to provide some stability in the short
term until normal Festival operations can resume
Build capacity of staff and volunteers to identify and write grant applications.
Review Tropical Fruits Asset and Property use- with subleasing opportunities and
income generating potential
Be part of the economic recovery discussions/forums in region.
Review membership demographics, prices, and benefits
Review decision to reduce the NYE Festival size, once restrictions ease
Join Australian Festival Association (AFA) to keep abreast of Festival regulations and
support lobbying regarding restrictions to entertainment events
The current strategic planning process has been appropriate for the grass roots
organisation and collaborative leadership style of staff and volunteers to date. It is
highly recommended that due to the current economic and social climate that
Tropical Fruits’ move to a flexible and responsive strategic planning process and plan,
that follows contemporary project planning protocols, community consultation, and
clearly articulates accountability and monitoring frameworks.

SUMMARY OF TROPICAL FRUITS HISTORY 1988-2001
The early history of the Club has been created by Uncle Ian Gray to provide insights into the
Club from a Review of the Fruit Juice 1988 to 2001. This is articulated in full in the Fruity
Hopes & Dreams Report (2020). Fruit Juice expressed the aims to gather the Lesbian & Gay
community together, overcome isolation with social events, be a social group for
homosexuals and their friends in the Northern Rivers area, support safe sex and the AIDS
Committee, and reach out to gay media.
The first management committee of 8 members formed in 1988 and met with the police gay
liaison to improve communication and were at times disappointed with lack of engagement
but also understood people were not necessarily ready to come out, they also formed a local
rights group to respond to homophobia. In 1989 five men in Queensland were charged with
‘Buggery’ and the Elders established themselves as a major group for gay men & lesbian
women in the Northern Rivers.
In 1990 the Constitution was drafted to be presented and voted on, which aimed to balance
the needs of members with the needs of the Lesbian & Gay people who supported and
appreciated the services but were not ready to come out due to societal pressure. The first 3
years Tropical Fruits provided the Northern Rivers with great dances & parties and an avenue
to meet and make new friends. Tropical Fruits played a pivotal role in raising awareness
regarding gay bashing and the need for youth support and making it safe for youth at our
dances
During 1992 more governance structures were introduced including, roles and
responsibilities of executives and committee. The North Coast Transsexual group was
established in 1993. In 2001 a partnership is formed with Southern Cross Uni School of
Hospitality to survey the Rainbow Circus party goers spending habits and the impact of
Tropical Fruits events on queer tourism, outlining our economic contribution to the region.

LOOKING BACK TO LOOK FORWARD- SUCCESSES AND MESSES
Historically there have been some defining moments for Tropical Fruits Committee and
Membership, which have been centred around the following themes, as articulated in Fruity
Hopes and Dream Report (2020).
WHAT IS FRUITY?
Several recorded Vox Pops of What Does Fruity Mean to You? said Fruity was:
sharing, community, family, people, inclusion, belonging, creativity, love, happiness, support,
diversity, regionality, events, fun, equality, friend’s celebration, grassroots, haybales, history,
strength, non-judgemental, friendly, irreverence, celebration, heart ,unique, special, pride,
respect, connection, smiles, queerness, wellbeing, culture, Clubhouse, arts and our values
‘fun, safe & inclusive’.
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
• Fun, Safe, & Inclusive core values, celebrates diversity and inclusion. (2011)
• Discussion of Disability Access at the Fruit Bowl begins, new Diversity & Inclusion
Policy (2013)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Call for Cultural training – foster indigenous relationship. Call to buy paddock and for
disabled access to Clubhouse. Silent disco idea – should not be concerned about
running a small party at a loss. (2016)
Auslan supported events - answering a loud call to increase numbers of women and
diversity at the festival (2018)
Bigger, better Woman’s Space for the women of Tropical Fruits. More Auslan
supported events (2019)
Ideas for festival 2019: tackle issues like racism and misogyny
A totally accessible toilet/shower block (although some issues occurred with the set
up). 2019
Noted issue with lack of numbers of women and gender diverse people at the Festival
2019- are we asking the right questions to see if we are meeting the needs of patrons
and what more we could be doing? Suggestion to look internally at different facets of
our community and what we provide and could provide all year round. Also, a
suggestion to reach out for consultations with diverse groups.
2020- Festival review: Continued targeting of Gender Alt representative groups as VIP
guests at New Year’s festival.
2020 Women at the Festival: need to continue to improve issues with women’s
toilets. Discussion of offering ticket concessions for women/locals. DJ’s in the
women’s tent. Look at changing policy and significant investment to attract more
women. Social Media – look at ways to improve inclusion with less male centric
photos being posted.

ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER
• Acknowledged Bundjalung Country at the Festival. (2011)
• Acknowledging significant Cultural Day’s on Social Media
• Welcome to Country included a smoking ceremony at Parade, First Nations 30 comp
tickets, First Nations Envisioning Workshop with BLAQ (2019)
• Establishment of an Aboriginal Advisory Group (2020)
IDENTITY POLITICS
• Constitution changed adding “B” for bisexual and “T” for transgender (2005)
• The ‘Queer debate’ also played out over seven years of AGMs and other events
(2011-2017) This was a time of great division and debate over questions of identity,
safety and belonging within the Club. Acknowledgement that 2012 was a hard year
politically for Fruits, it saw the community and committee divided over a letter in the
alphabet, but in the usual resilient Fruity style the committee got busy and tended to
what had to be done.
• Sept 2016 Ideas of Queer Zine Launch event & Fair Day Stall
• Oct 2016 Queer Inclusion Afternoon Tea & facilitated discussion on queer inclusion
• Dec 2016 Fruit Juice article GLAMATRON Q’s on Parade & Ideas of Queer art
exhibition entry
• Feb 2017 Public meeting ‘Hot Q BBQ’ to specifically discuss TF queer constitutional
inclusion
• Special Resolution to add Q & I to Constitution (2017), and acronym LGBTIQ
• Support for the Marriage equality campaign. (2017)

•

In 2019 we worked with representatives of the trans, gender diverse, non-binary,
Sistergirl and Brotherboy communities to produce the Tropical Fruits TGD Public
Statement.

YOUTH INCLUSION
• Started a new youth group at the Clubhouse, which become Fresh Fruits (2010)
• Fresh Fruits as a functioning Subcommittee, Youth Space (2011)
• Mini Fruits started at the Conservatory of Music (2019).
• Fresh Fruits are running their sessions from the headspace building. (2019)
• Both groups would like to have some more engagement with Fruits and possibly
helping with ongoing décor projects (2020)
STRENGTHENING GOVERNANCE & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
• Purchase of the Clubhouse was proposed to develop an LGBTIQ+ Community Centre
as stepping-stone towards our dream of purchasing semi-rural land for events
• Provision for Community Disbursements and creation of a Finance & Audit
Subcommittee (2005)
• Wrote first DA (2007)
• Erif Benham Memorial Land Fund established (2009)
• Production Assistant Role created, Risk & Grievance Subcommittee established
(RAGS), first Governance training, first Strategic Plan Vision Day, first Audited Annual
Financial Report and Special Resolution to buy the Clubhouse (2011)
• Committee undertook Non-violent Conflict Resolution training. (2011)
• Bought the Paddock (2016)
• Employed the Club Manager (2017)
• The Tropical Fruits Incorporated Constitution, adopting the “LGBTIQ” community
acronym (April 2017)
• Paddock Plans began development (2017)
• Business Engagement Subcommittee established (2018)
• Purchase 120 Casino Street (2020)
SUSTAINABILITY: CLIMATE CHANGE & NATURAL DISASTERS
• Survived a hailstorm at the Clubhouse (2008)
• Start promoting more towards carbon friendly events – negative footprint (2011)
• Green team volunteers & training
• Sustainable Event Management Policy
• Climate Adaptation Subcommittee (2020) suggestion to form a subcommittee to look
at short, medium, and long-term strategic planning to support the club in adapting to
climate change
EVENTS
• Queer Fruits Film Festival 2010-2012
• 21st Birthday Party: Key presented by then Mayor Jenny Dowell (2010)
• Produced our first Festival Guide (2011)

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Discussion of Erif’s values (2011): Fun, Safe and Inclusive. Parties are one aspect,
supporting each other & getting rid of isolation. Smaller venues, more often, not as
flash as the parties. Start promoting carbon friendly events – negative footprint.
Young people and others wanting drug and alcohol-free events.
ACON HIV Rapid Testing bus to be inside the Festival area (2014)
Artist in Residence Grant first offered (2014)
The Dome first became part of the Festival, first post NYE survey (2016)
Desire for return to small parties in 2016 - No energy for more parties, unless
increased volunteer participation. But small parties do overcome social isolation value of running cost versus inclusion. Include question in membership survey and do
call out for volunteers
Parade entry won the Ron Austin Memorial Award for most Fabulous Parade Entry
and the Queer History Project Exhibition at SCU (2017)
Celebrated Tropical Fruits 30th Anniversary, ‘Fun, Safe & Inclusive’ FSI Subcommittee
started, Fruits joins the Beef Week parade for the first time, Dykes on Bikes, Unicorns,
Honcho Disko join the festival as ‘FSI’ partners, F*k Fairies debut, we had a bigger
Women’s Space, more Auslan supported events - answering a loud call to increase
numbers of women and diversity at the festival (2018)
Consent is Fruity campaign (2018)
IDEAS FOR 2019 – We want to do more with our Aboriginal community
representation and involvement and better disability access. We want to build on the
‘Consent Is Fruity’ campaign possibly getting Fresh Fruits involved but also tackle
issues like racism and misogyny – possibly under a new campaign banner of
“Everybody’s Party”. We would like to do some creative thinking around bathrooms at
the festival and make suggestions back to Fruits on making them safer and more
inclusive for people of all genders and abilities.
NYE party numbers 2019 - Discussion of whether we would cap our NYE numbers
below Festivals category of 2000 (3500 current) and that the 30th drew a much bigger
crowd for Recovery & Pool. Can we reconfigure rather than reducing numbers – our
popularity affords us a lot of power to invest in other areas of the club and grow in
the direction we choose. It is the experience that matters most, not the profit.
2020- Festival review: Continued targeting of Gender Alt representative groups as VIP
guests at New Year’s festival.
2020 Festival review Camping more targeted marketing re the negative effects that
inappropriate behavior has on others and the festival as a whole. Suggestion of a
Camping Code of Conduct being given to campers and being on display at the hub.
Addressing ways to change the culture to be more inclusive, collaborative and
engaged. Showing respect to our history, with authentic promotions. Suggestion of a
smoking ceremony and daily morning circle gathering in Camping – where we could
discuss things like looking out for each other, areas we need volunteers for, camp hub
activities, party safe info etc.
2020 Festival review; Production –creating mentoring opportunities & succession
planning – need develop Position Descriptions –speak to Freshies & Mini Fruits.

NYE FESTIVAL SURVEY RESULTS
• New Year Festival surveys have run in 2016, 2018 and 2019 with an average of 500 or
more responses.
• We averaged an overall rating of 4.4 out of 5 stars with 90% saying they will return.
• Favourite parts of the festival: Volunteering, Cabaret, Friendliness, Community, Fun,
Camping, Fireworks, Pool, Vibe, Membership.
• Main reason for joining as a Member was sense of community & belonging, followed
by discounted tickets.
• Consent is Fruity campaign had a high level of awareness raising and we averaged
90% rating of the festival being Fun, Safe & Inclusive.
• We also saw a big call for the bar to work better, greater diversity including more
women and improvements to toilets and showers.
VOLUNTEERS & TRAINING
• Tropical Fruits is Team. It is the undying support, indispensable energy and vitality of
our dedicated volunteers that make Tropical Fruits a reality (2011)
• Connect with your community in a ‘Fun, Safe and Inclusive’ environment (2011)
• Synergy generates the energy (2012)
• You are a role model: cool, calm, fruity, fun, flexible (2014). Theme ‘today we are
stars’ and ‘no Hero’s – take it easy’. WHS, security and wellbeing of all fruity peeps.
• Ensure the P & P, Philosophy/Values are articulated (2016)
• Fun Safe & Inclusive (2018) –gender neutral pronouns and language, Consent is Fruity
campaign, Tropical Fruits Code of Conduct
• Lateral Violence to Lateral Empathy Training
• Volunteers have a camp chill out - care space (2019)
• Training Being Climate Friendly (2019)
• Self-care training (2019)
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT & SOCIAL GROUPS
• Fruit Juice has been published since 1988
• Commitment to disburse 5% of annual surplus through community disbursements
which prioritise new projects or ongoing activities associated with local groups or
individuals who promote the social development of the LGBTIQ community.
• Anti-homophobic working group and the Safe Place project (2007)
• Provided financial and tangible support to many members and groups within the
community such as; a space for men to meet, BBQ’s, AA meetings, youth, singers such
as Paige, women’s softball team, and various initiatives of ACON and other Health
services (2007)
• Trans Space (2011)
• Different social events for different demographics, e.g. younger and older LGBTIQ
persons. Bush Fruits Land Care group at Slaters Creek established (2016)
• Gender Diverse Group began meeting at the Clubhouse (2016)
• The Fruitbowl hosts a range of regular meeting and events including fresh fruits, fruits
photo club, men’s lounge, time warp, History project, the Northern Rivers Gender
Diverse Group, Lismore Kink Social group and more. (2017)
• 10 years of Gender Diverse Space (2019)

•

Creative Subcommittee 2020 suggestion to form a creative minded group that meets
at the clubhouse regularly to assist with décor all year round rather than just in the
hotter months. Possibility of open workshops where members could come and use
our resources for their own artworks – that could then be entered into the art show!

VALUES
• Discussion of Erif’s values (2011) – look after each other, look after the babies, look
after the Clubby. Express our collective vision – sum of our individual contributions.
Be flexible, understanding, and compassionate with each other. Fun, Safe and
Inclusive. Parties are one aspect, supporting each other & getting rid of isolation.
Smaller venues, more often, not as flash as the parties. Start promoting carbon
friendly events – negative footprint. Young people and others wanting drug and
alcohol-free events. A home for fruits.

KEY THEMES INTERNAL SWOT ANALYSIS
ORGANISATIONAL IDENTITY: WHAT IS FRUITY? DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
The Fruity Hopes & Dreams Report (2020) covers a lot of ground regarding the identity of the
organisation, so this should be the key document for reconsideration of values, mission, and
identity to feed into the strategic planning process. The historical context and evolution of
the organisation has shaped an understanding of Fruity, which is largely understood
internally, though will evolve through increased diversification and inclusion.

A powerful statement was made in a SWOT about a recurrent theme about internal conflict
and identity politics within the LGBTIQ community and reflected in Tropical Fruits. The
concept of identity creates a community, shared values, beliefs, and cultural practices;
however, it can also be alienating to those who do not fall within the confines. As stated in
one SWOT, “Identity is a barrier to Unity”. It is impressive to read the history of debate and
engagement with processes to resolve the internal conflict brought about by issues of
exclusion. A powerful and public statement was made (?)the Tropical Fruits made on the
website regarding the lead-up to the 2019-2020 Tropical Fruits New Year’s Festival and the
series of events which occurred that lead to some conflict between members of the trans
and gender diverse communities and the Tropical Fruits management committee.
ISSUE:
There is an opportunity to further work with the broad community in terms of processing the
pain of exclusion that many feels and move into a healing space. The fight is still there for
many in the community who remain isolated from the benefits of connection and the Fruity
Family. The organisation could benefit from the development of a Diversity & Inclusion
strategy, which will help formulate a clear pathway for resolving this ongoing issue which
impacts Tropical Fruits reputation and connection with community. The Sustainable
Development Principles, contained within the Sustainable Event management Policy for The
Tropical Fruits Festival, provide a good basis for developing a Diversity and Inclusion Strategy.
There has also been a strong desire to increase youth involvement and transition from youth
groups to the Clubhouse, this could also be addressed through Diversity & Inclusion Strategy.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Develop a Diversity and Inclusion strategy
• Young people have a different viewpoint on sexual identity and inclusion- beyond
binaries and identifiers- which may be beneficial to capitalise on as part of the
ongoing healing process
• Consider opportunities to do outreach work and collaborate with other organisations
at key regional events
• Consistent messaging “More alike than different” regarding inclusion and projects
related to diversity and inclusion
• Building reputation in Rainbow region, by strengthen inclusion, and sharing
knowledge with other organisations. Potential to run workshops and generate income
• Continue building partnerships and collaborative relationships with organisations
such as: NORPA, The Conservatorium of Music, Honcho Disko, Cunning Stunts, Quad,
Delicious, Kooky
• Facilitate youth engagement/education workshops in school & Uni and actively
involved in Events and planning activities, by developing partnerships with other
organisations e.g. PASH, ACON, Headspace, Links to Learning (Social Futures), SCU Ally
Network
• Formalise Mentor program
• Employee young people- government funding for apprenticeships and also training
• Build relationship with SCU & TAFE to have student placements
• Celebrate and engage identified cohorts: women, transgender, bisexual and gender
diverse, Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander, youth, and people with disability.
• Social media and marketing strategy to be representative and inclusive
• Offer membership incentives for identified cohorts.
• The Committee completed training in Non-violent Conflict Resolution training in 2011,
which would be good to repeat
SAFETY & RISK MANAGEMENT
A review the Risk Management Policies and Procedures was not completed for this report,
and the following is guided by input in the SWOT and various internal reports. It is perceived
that the change in demographics of the NYE Festival over the last decade has increased risks
associated including Chemsex, drug overdoses, sexual assault, and safety of other patrons.
The COVID19 Pandemic has also increased need for increased Safety & Risk Management,
and compliance to new health regulations.

ISSUE
There is significant risk associated with the NYE Festival Event which is exacerbated by the
impacts of drug and alcohol use at Festival, which places the organisation at high risk from
the consequences of drug overdose and sexual assault, which may actualise in to a serious
injury, disability or death, which Tropical Fruits will be liable for. There is also reduced safety
of attendees, volunteers and staff, with many women and gender diverse attendees
concerned with the safety of toilet and shower blocks. The NYE Festival Medic Volunteers
bear some significant risks, many who are medical professionals, despite being supported by
professionals they are likely to consider volunteering an unacceptable risk. There is a
reputational risk, as allegedly the NYE Festival has been put on the Worldwide Chemsex Party

List. COVID19 has increased health regulation responsibilities, e.g. development COVID safe
Plans & registering as COVID Safe Business, this will be constantly changing and likely to
require investment in significant resources to implement, monitor and implement for all
events and activities.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Review Risk management procedures in line with best practice, including
demonstrating mitigation at Committee level meetings
• Strengthen Risk Management, regarding safety issues identified at NYE Festival
events: consent, open sex, respect, overdose
• Address demographics of NYE Festival, gender, age, location etc.
• Values based work- shifting the culture to ‘Consent is Fruity’
• Increase educational activities and partnerships to mitigate risks
• Consider reducing the NYE Event size
STAFFING & VOLUNTEERING
Throughout discussions and SWOT analysis with Environment Scanning Committee and
Management Committee it became apparent that Tropical Fruits is largely dependent on a
talented and committed volunteers to operate, which is a great strength and maintains the
values of the organisation and opportunity for social inclusion and connection. However,
whilst this is strongly appreciated there is also an undercurrent of a fear of burnout for both
staff and volunteers. Another theme that came through strongly in discussions was a wish to
diversify membership to be more inclusive and attract new members and attendees of
events, particularly young people, and people with disability.

ISSUE:
COVID 19 will require the organisation to be responsive and manage multiple and complex
changes in legislation and a potential refocus on all activities as Festivals and dancing will
likely to be limited for at least another 12 months, however this could extend for several
years. There is currently only 1.4 Full-time Equivalent (FTE) hours allocated across 3 part time
staff, and there has been a decision to reduce Club Manager hours, which may risk the ability
of the organisation to coordinate and rapidly respond to changes. There was a concern also
raised that some NYE Festival volunteers were not showing for their rosters, and there was a
need to increase accountability and review provision of free tickets.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. A review of volunteer & staff roles, responsibilities, and hours needs to occur after
the strategic planning process to ensure Objectives & Key results (OKRs) can be met.
2. Programs and funding to support the Mental health & well-being of staff and
volunteers.
3. Succession planning for all volunteering & staff roles.
4. Develop a diversification strategy for staff and volunteers.
5. Establish volunteer ticket protocols that limit misuse and increase accountability e.g.
Pay full price if you no show for volunteer shift. Or reimburse ticket price after they
do shift.
6. Develop partnerships with other organisations and UNIV/VET e.g. skill sharing,
student placement and probono work. E.g. Developing an evaluation of Festival and

Event outcomes through SCU- Event Management, to use for Grant funding
applications.
7. Look at Government paid initiatives to employ staff and create new roles to address
current unemployment.
8. Develop volunteer opportunities for those impacted by COVID, integrated with wellbeing initiatives and partnering with employment agencies etc.
FINANCIAL & ASSETS
The constitution has largely guided the decision making of the organisation into maintaining
independence by generating its own income, which has provided significant political and
cultural freedom for the organisation. The New Year’s Eve Festival has created a financial
stability for the organisation which has supported its steady growth and ability to support the
region through various initiatives and expand the premises through purchase of real estate
and accumulation of retained profits. This was achieved through sound financial
management, conservative expenditure, use of volunteer labour, and the decision to create
The Erif Memorial Land Fund. The NYE Festival provides broader increased financial benefits
for the Northern Rivers community, with conservative estimates of $5 million injected into
local businesses.
The Tropical Fruits Incorporated Audited Financial Statement as of 30 September 2019 provides a

solid balance sheet and Profit attributed to mainly the income raised from NYE Festival:
• Current Assets: $827,749
• Property: $324,841 (conservative estimated value)
• Total Assets: $1,152,590
• Net Assets (after liabilities) $1,123,957
• Total Income $900,984, of which majority $869,857 was from NYE Festival.

An analysis of the NYE Festival Profit & Loss Data (2010-2019) demonstrates a continuous
profit/surplus for a decade, with consistent profit ranging from 12.67%-30.94%, and an
average of 24.54% profit (see Figure 1 & 2). There has been a steady increase in expenditure,
which is offset by increased income. Other income including Grants, Sponsorship, Donations
and Miscellaneous Income generated for the New Year’s Festival is minimal, averaging 3%
over last decade, and steadily decreasing each year. (See Figure 3)
Figure 1: NYE Festival Income, Expenses, Surplus, Surplus % of Income (2015-2019)
2015

2017

2018

2019

Income
Expense

$
$

Surplus

$ 148,353.43 $ 223,096.87 $ 201,270.73 $ 254,993.94 $ 221,274.94 $ 145,145.04

Surplus % of Income

604,228.40 $
455,874.97 $

2010-2019
Average
721,124.51 $ 765,164.79 $ 875,017.86 $ 869,857.82 $ 591,569.55
498,027.64 $ 560,170.89 $ 618,982.58 $ 678,582.88 $ 469,163.89

2016

24.55%

30.94%

26.30%

29.14%

25.44%

24.54%

Figure 2: NYE Festival Income, Expense, Surplus Comparison (2009-2019)
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Figure 3: Other Income NYE Festival (2010-2019)
Grants
Donations
Sponsorship
Miscelaneous
Total Other Income
% of Total income

$
$
$
$

2010
2011
2012
2013
6,000 $ 10,500 $ 19,681 $ 13,250
2,589 $ 1,611 $ 1,167 $ 4,307
750 $
500 $
500 $
750
$
135 $
113
9,339 $ 12,611 $ 21,483 $ 18,420
2%
3%
4%
4%

2014
$ 5,500
$ 3,534
$ 1,850
$
49
$ 10,933
2%

2015
2016
2017
$ 12,650 $
- $
250
$ 7,028 $ 6,301 $ 1,782
$
- $ 10,000 $ 11,000
$
583 $
544 $
90
$ 20,261 $ 16,845 $ 13,122
3%
2%
2%

2018
$
250
$ 1,542 $
$ 11,000 $
$ 3,011
$ 15,803 $
2%

2019
1,500
5,500
7,000
1%

ISSUES
There is a massive financial risk for the organisation with an effective single stream of
income, this needs to be addressed as a matter of priority and urgency, as the impacts on
COVID19 will potentially reduce or negate this income stream significantly for at least 2
years. Fortunately, the organisation has significant retained assets to ensure the continuity of
operations throughout a sustained economic downturn. However, it is important to not be
complacent and use this time to rethink and re-envision the income generating aspect of the
business.
There is limited capacity currently for generating a business model that could investigate and
nurture business development, grant writing, sponsorship, membership and other potential
income streams, which could provide some opportunities to mitigate the impact of loss of
income and diversify income streams. There is an appetite to develop an income stream
through social enterprises, which could provide a viable solution, especially with the
expansion of space with the purchase of Casino Street. This is an area which will need
planning, market analysis, and significant investment of resources and staff to develop.
There is an opportunity for Tropical Fruits to be an integral part of the economic recovery for
region, given how much income the NYE Festival generates for local business, and the
broader contribution to the arts and culture. Current signals are not promising for arts and
cultural government funding, however, this is likely to shift in the next few years, so it would
be wise to be a part of the discussions and solution to position for future possibilities and
develop new relationships.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Invest in creating a position to identify business development opportunities, grant
writing and strategic partnerships over minimum 2-year period.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a strategy to diversify funding streams to provide some stability in the short
term until normal Festival operations can resume.
Build capacity of staff and volunteers to identify and write grant applications.
Scope viability of Social Enterprises e.g. Elder Care
Review Tropical Fruits Asset and Property use- with subleasing opportunities and
income generating potential.
Build connections with local inclusive businesses
Be part of the economic recovery discussions/forums in region.
Review staffing/volunteer structure to focus on income generation

GRASSROOTS VS COMMERCIALISATION
Grassroots versus sustainability is a major tension identified. Grassroots is defined as:
“ordinary people regarded as the main body of an organization's membership”1.
When a tension occurs with members and criticisms are heard of becoming too commercial it
communicates that "you have lost touch with the grassroots of the party".
Tropical Fruits events have been popularised by the fact that it provides friendly alternative
grassroots regional events, which emulate the rainbow regions creativity, community, and
alternative culture. This has been attractive for city-based patrons who have annual
pilgrimages to the Tropical Fruits Festival and to a lesser extend its smaller events. The
organisation is at a cross roads in terms of assessing whether to continue down the pathway
of professionalising the operations and New Year’s Event, to reduce organisational risk and
increase the income generating potential of the organisation and fund the asset purchases
and community activities and disbursements, or reduce the size of the NYE Event, invest in
local members, and maintain a more local grass roots feel. No doubt there will be a need for
balance between the dichotomies.

ISSUES:
The main issue identified was the New Year’s festival demographic has shifted over the years,
which has the effect of alienating local members who experience a loss of safety in the
environment. It is a complete predicament for the organisation and a double-edged sword.
On one hand the financial benefits of the Festival have ensured the viability of Tropical Fruits,
but many members are feeling disenfranchised and wish to move back to smaller locally
serving events. The tension with identity politics held within the organisation and broader
community, is also likely to be contributing to the feeling of disenfranchisement.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Review membership demographics, prices, and benefits
• Review decision to reduce the NYE Festival size, once restrictions ease.
• Include in Diversity & Inclusion- consultation strategy to engage local non-members
of Tropical Fruits in identifying understanding of needs in the local community.
• Join AFA to keep abreast of Festival regulations and support lobbying regarding
restrictions to entertainment events.

1

Google Definition Grassroots

STRATEGIC PLAN ANALYSIS
Goal 1: Tropical Fruits will develop, review, implement and maintain policies, procedures and
financial management that ensures clarity, accountability, and openness.
• Transparent communications – Minutes, Fruit Juice & social media
• Strong Policy & Procedure – volunteers and brand
• Adequate staffing
• Feedback and evaluation
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Analysis of membership data demographics and set representation targets to be
included in Diversity & Inclusion Strategy.
• Strengthening risk management policy & procedure.
• Transparency about financial management & disbursement of funds (Available on
website)
• Strengthening diversity of funding- include with Business Development Strategy &
dedicated position for 2 years.
• Reviewing diversity & inclusion P & P in line with strategic plan
• Targeted well-being & preventative burn-out training and support for volunteers,
members, and staff
• Specialised training in Chemsex risk mitigation strategies
• Strengthen incident management practices- including reporting procedures and
follow up.
• Publicise Event feedback and evaluation in Annual Report.
• Create public version of strategic plan- publish online.
• Strengthen accountability of delivery of strategic plan, by implementing project
management tools & targeted SMART Goals.
• Review staffing in in line with strategic plan
• Regular external supervision and mentoring for paid staff, manage impacts of
vicarious trauma, stress and well-being.
• Strategic Plan should identify position responsible for delivering each outcome & then
have a separate column to articulate what was delivered and outline the reasons for
only partially or not achieving results.
Goal 2: Tropical Fruits will maintain its celebration of diversity by maintaining financial,
environmental, and organisational sustainability.
• Social – local vision, partnerships, inclusion – people with disability
• Environmental – buy local, Green Team, recycle
• Organisational – alternative funding, Finance committee, Audit, Asset
management
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Consider expanding attendees of the vision setting meetings to broaden inclusion for
key community stakeholders and community members. Further, increasing frequency
during this time of change will assist the organisational need for adaptability.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider holding other, similar forums or education. sessions throughout the year, to
maintain our social responsibility and provide opportunities for the community to
discuss LGBTIQ issues- not sure if this goal was achieved or considered- but is a great
strategy going forward.
Results of members surveys should be publicised- and key linkages to strategic plan
communicated, so people feel they are being heard and their input is valued.
Results of collaborations should be communicated in annual report and website.
Disability access assessment and provisions to be included in design of Casino Street,
Paddock, and repurposing of Clubhouse/Warehouse.
Develop Sustainability & Environmental strategy
Set financial targets for alternative streams of income.
Target recruitment of committee members to support diversification of funding and
business development strategy
Invest in grant writing capabilities
Assess skills of members, partnership, and community to develop and support social
enterprise.
Develop bequests strategy & donor fundraising strategy

Goal 3: Tropical Fruits will engage our communities to build capacity of the club and
community and ensure inclusion and ongoing involvement of volunteers.
• Events – Fair Day, FSI, complaints handing policy, disability/inclusion, arts
• Partnerships – Promote LGBTIQ in wider community, develop MOU’s
• Volunteers – Community engagement subcommittee, vol skills audit, mentoring &
rewards, elders
• Youth – Junior and Free membership @ age 18, self-directed and supported youth
group
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Diversify the member and community activities, move beyond break even model and
raise funds through these events.
• Challenging Homophobia and gender diversity awareness- could be a campaign and
community outreach and education opportunity. Consider partnerships to deliver.
• Continued healing with internal issues with diversity, inclusion, and acceptance, and
reaching broader inclusive membership base. Consider external consultant to
facilitate this work.
• Language in strategic plan needs to be consistent -a few GLBTIs- which could be
triggering for some who worked to get recognition for LGBTIQ.
• It would be good to have a sense of progress of establishing Community Engagement
Subcommittee & volunteers skills audit.
• Volunteer process and recognition strengthened- included in digital marketing
strategy
• Tropical Fruits Mentor program- could be formalised to include an evaluation of the
benefits of this program to young people and the mentors.
• Marketing & Communications strategy- consider developing with revamp of website
& content.

Goal 4: to maintain a multi-use space for the Tropical Fruits as a LGBTIQ community centre.
• Fruitbowl – open and staffed with volunteers, cabaret fundraiser
• Land Fund – Maintain Clubhouse, 10% surplus to go to Land Fund
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Develop asset management plan
• Include cabaret as a fundraiser
• Community Development strategy- potential for income generation, but important to
include in Diversity & Inclusion Strategy

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
The current strategic plan was developed in 2011. The format and process are very consistent with
the best practice of this era and outlines the core goals and outcomes in this 9-year plan. However,

the current strategic plan 2011-2020 document does not reflect the enormous effort,
achievements, progress and work staff and volunteers have undertaken over the last decade.
It is fantastic that the Committee is investing in a more comprehensive and accountability
model going forward. These new processes will ensure the Strategic Plan is a living
document, which underpins the workplans of staff and the direction for committee and
subcommittee volunteers. It is vital for growth and sustainability that the Strategic Plan is
accurately tracked in terms of progress, continuously reviewed, and updated. Regular
monitoring of the progress of the strategic plan strengthens the accountability to your
members and will also increase the ability of Tropical Fruits to adapt to industry changes and
environmental challenges and assess resource needs for particular elements of the plan.
RECOMMENDATION:
The current strategic planning process has been appropriate for the grass roots organisation
and collaborative leadership style of staff and volunteers to date. It is highly recommended
that due to the current economic and social climate that Tropical Fruits’ move to a flexible
and responsive strategic planning process and plan, that follows contemporary project
planning protocols, community consultation, and clearly articulates accountability and
monitoring frameworks.
• Strategic pillars, Objectives & Key Results (OKRs).
• Setting SMART goals,
• Allocating individual Positions (staff or Committee) responsible for delivery of OKRs
• Monitoring & evaluation frameworks included in workplans and quarterly progress
reports to committee,
• Demonstrating to members their input is valued, linked to strategic goals, and
communicated regularly to them as achieved.
• Scheduling regular reflection and planning meetings.

PART B: WHAT ARE OTHERS DOING?
KEY POINTS & RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

There is a lot of potential for the organisation to focus on developing a LGBTIQ
Community Centre during the next 2 years. This will require strategic planning and
investment in resourcing, grant funding, and building collaborative partnerships.
Focusing on Community Centre will embed grassroots strongly into organisation &
address the high needs existing in LGBTIQ community.
Social Club activities could be expanded by using some of the overseas models
presented, including expansion of arts & cultural programs, business forums, keynote
speakers, focus on health & well-being initiatives.
Festival & Other key Events will have to be rethought for at least 12-18 months.
Planning & development will require additional resources.
Development & Implementation of Diversity & Inclusion strategy is highly
recommended, to engage a range of stakeholders to understand how TF could be a
more diverse and inclusive organisation and meeting the needs of a broader
membership base. This will also address and ideally heal some of the ongoing identity
politics, and support expanding membership base and activities to include youth,
people with disability, and elders.
Closure of LGBTIQ business and other safe spaces e.g. Bars and nightclubs provides an
opportunity for Clubhouse to provide opportunities to have social engagement.
Sustainability & Accessibility could be strengthened in event planning.
Resources need to be allocated to update environmental scan regularly in future, as
things are changing rapidly, particularly in event planning.
Building strong partnerships with other events is key to share resources in COVID safe
event planning.
Consider more in-depth interviews with like organisations for future environmental
scans.

What are we? Pillars of Tropical Fruits
The three pillars of Tropical Fruits identity and actualisation of the mission is underpinned by
three core activities:
• LGBTIQ Social Club
• Festival
• Community Centre
The following analysis will focus on these pillars in relation to what other organisations and
groups are doing in this space both in Australia and Internationally. The context of this
analysis is that many organisations have had their services disrupted or social activities
suspended during COVID19 lockdowns and have now restricted activities. Where possible
available data on how organisations have or will respond to COVID19 impacts is included. To
appreciate the depth of the desktop scan analysis, see Appendix A to C.

SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS (Desktop scan)
LGBTIQ SOCIAL CLUB
The social club aspect of Tropical Fruits has several key aims in the mission statement: nonpolitical affiliation, provide acceptance and friendship, overcome isolation, support similar
organisations, provide information, regular social events, promote social development, and
provide community disbursements. There are hundreds of LGBTIQ social clubs across
regional, urban and city centres in Australia, which meet around various interests and
activities Social development is about improving the well-being of every individual in society
so they can reach their full potential, be self-sufficient, and can journey toward their dreams
with confidence and dignity.

Northern Rivers LGBTIQ local and social groups : https://www.acon.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2020/05/Local-LGBTI-Guides_2005_Northern-Rivers.pdf
Below is a sample of National/International social clubs and their purpose, see Appendix A for
more.
• BLISS: The Blacktown Lesbian Information and Social Support operates out of the
Blacktown Women’s and Girls’ Health Centre, a non-profit organisation in western
Sydney.
• Cronulla Gay Group: A social group for LGBTI people in Cronulla and Sutherland Shire
• HERO: The Hastings Equal Respect and Opportunity Organisation promotes respect
towards one another and community acceptance regardless of preference or identity.
• MAG (Mature Age Gays) Sydney: A social club for gay and bisexual men and their
supporters.
• Parramatta Queer Forum: A coalition of organisations formed in 2009 in response to a
survey of western Sydney LGBTI people who felt there was a need for a group that
could put on events, advocate for rights, provide safe spaces and make Sydney’s
suburban LGBTI community visible.
• Pink Mountains: An online community information guide, and business directory for
LGBTI people, their friends and supporters, living in or visiting the Blue Mountains.
• The Polly’s Club: The longest running LGBTI community organisation in Australia.
• Rainbow Recovery Club: Provides a safe meeting place, primarily for LGBT people, in a
12 step programs for recovery from alcoholism, drug and other addictions.
• SGLBA: The Sydney Gay and Lesbian Business Association puts on regular networking
and social events.
• GLBN: Brisbane’s Gay and Lesbian Business Network puts on regular networking and
social events.
• Stand Up with Pride: A north Queensland organisation that pursues social change
through community action, education, promotion of LGBTI diversity, and social
opportunities and peer support.
• Sunshine Coast Rainbow Network: Peer outreach, social networking, information
sharing, and more
• AUSTRALIAN ASEXUALS: hopes to connect the wider Australian asexual community
together and link communication within the smaller groups around the country.

•
•
•
•
•

BI+ AUSTRALIA: Supporting people who are attracted to more than one gender and
enhancing the understanding, acceptance, inclusion and celebration of bisexuality
and pansexuality in Australia.
DAYENU: exists to support the needs of Jewish gays, lesbians, bi-sexuals, transgender
and intersex people as well as their friends, family, partners and other supporters.
RAINBODHI LGBTQIA+ BUDDIST COMMUNITY: is a Buddhist friendship group offering
meditation and teachings in a safe, supportive environment. Rainbodhi is nonsectarian and welcomes everyone regardless of race, gender, sexuality or faith.
LGBT Culture Lover: A social Meetup group for those in the LGBTQ+ community to
meet up for cultural pursuits - high culture or low! Theatre, Concerts, Gigs, Musicals,
Opera, Dance, Film, etc https://www.meetup.com/LGBT-Culture-Lovers/
London Queer Books Group: This is a Meetup book club that focuses on queer
literature, from the trashy to the highbrow. They read long tomes, graphic novels,
short stories and even non-fiction, whatever takes the fancy. The aim of the group is
to celebrate non-normative gender and sexuality, bring queer culture to life, learn
about queer history and make new friends. You don’t have to identify as anything to
join this group. https://www.meetup.com/London-Queer-Books-Group/

Identity Politics was evidenced in several social groups, with some groups providing clear
political statements, for example:
Dykes on Bikes Sydney Inclusion Statement
https://www.dykesonbikessydney.org.au/dobnews/dob-sydney-puts-forward-our-inclusionstatement/

Dykes on Bikes Sydney was originally established to provide a safe space for same sex
attracted women to participate in motorcycling and community events. Women have often
been the marginalised, silenced, or invisible part of the Gay and Lesbian community, and it is
important that we have a space where we can be loud and proud. Leading the Sydney Gay
and Lesbian Mardi Gras Parade is one of the few spaces where women are highly visible.
Over the years our community has changed, and some of our members have changed how
they identify as well. Younger LBTQI people in the community have more opportunities and
support to explore their identity, which means simply identifying as a woman may not cover
their gender experiences.
We continue to welcome any member of the LBTQI community who identifies as a woman,
who is non-binary or genderqueer (an identity which does not fit the male or female binary),
and has a history of being assigned female and who is also attracted to the same.
All social dances/larger activities have been cancelled nationally, which is one of the primary
avenues for social connection in many social clubs. Many groups are offering DJ events
online. Activities that can maintain social distancing, in the outdoors, and below social
gathering numbers enforced by COVID19 health regulations can still take place; such as:
Landcare, bushwalking, bike riding, business associations, book clubs, and DOA groups.
Elders, people with disability, and those whose health conditions make them vulnerable to
COVID19 in the community have been particularly hard hit by the social isolation caused by

lockdowns and social restrictions. There are several organisations who have created
volunteer outreach phone services to support those in need, this is largely undertaken in the
Rainbow Meals & Goodies: Local partnership between, Tropical Fruits, ACON and BGF which
came together to respond to isolation during COVID. We recently won an Honour award for
the program. https://www.honourawards.com.au/wethankyou
https://youtu.be/vWNHNREYr2k
Community Centre sector.eg. Telephone Befriending Volunteers at Opening Doors London.
https://www.openingdoorslondon.org.uk/telefriending
Opening Doors London: Helping LGBT+ over 50 to live happy, sociable and independent lives.
https://www.openingdoorslondon.org.uk/ Providing information to members to do online
activities at home in the lockdown.
https://www.openingdoorslondon.org.uk/Pages/Category/online-activities
Closure of LGBTIQ Bars, Venues and Events with the closure of these LGBTIQ businesses due
to the economic downturn, there will be a greater need for other LGTIQ organisations and
social support groups to adapt and provide a safe, alternative social outlet.
Pandemic means loss of safe spaces for LGBTQ community :
https://www.cbc.ca/news/pandemic-loss-safe-space-lgbtq-1.5633694
Businesses across the country (Canada) are struggling to keep up with financial pressures
amid the forced closures and continued restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic. But in
some smaller cities, when an LGBTQ club closes it means the loss of the community's only
safe space. Fatale, who's performed in drag for 17 years and was one of the main performers
at Halifax's Menz & Mollyz Bar until it closed in April, said the bar was already struggling and
couldn't survive the pandemic. She said word of other gay bars closing "terrifies" her.
How Might Social Distancing Impact Gay, Bisexual, Queer, Trans and Two-Spirit Men in
Canada? https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7192562/
In response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, Canadians are being asked to engage in social
distancing. However, potential unintended consequences of self-imposed or legally enforced
social distancing in response to COVID-19 are the potential to negative impacts on mental,
social, sexual, and physical health. This is especially true for marginalized populations, such as
gay, bisexual, queer, trans, Two-Spirit, and other men who have sex with men (GBQT2+), who
already have elevated rates of mental health challenges, such as anxiety, depression, and
loneliness. Given that social support from friends, family, and partners is a known protective
factor against negative mental health outcomes and sexual risk behaviour among GBQT2+
[4], social distancing may exacerbate negative mental health consequences. Questions are
also being raised about how social distancing will impact the sexual behaviour of GBQT2+.
USA Article regarding impact of closure of Gay Bars- community space for many
https://theconversation.com/shuttered-by-the-coronavirus-many-gay-bars-alreadystruggling-are-now-on-life-support-135167
Gay bars have been shuttered by public-place closure orders during the coronavirus
pandemic. This has left LGBT people without a place to gather in public and LGBT workers
without employment. But gay bars were already closing their doors before the virus hit. Their
decline began sometime around 2002 and has since accelerated. My research shows that as

many as 37% of the United States’ gay bars shut down from 2007 to 2019. On the one hand,
this decline can be seen as a sign of shifting attitudes toward LGBT people; on the other
hand, their closure represents the loss of a vital community space. Unfortunately, gay bars in
communities where they’re needed most – where they serve the most vulnerable segments
of the LGBT population – will have the most difficult time rebounding from the crisis.
COVID SAFE EVENT PLANNING2
Tropical Fruits received guidance from Jeremy Sheaffe, consultant for Falls/Splendour and
many other events around the country, as a Risk and Safety Officer.
Current guidelines for ‘Function or Corporate Event’.
- 300 people per event, or one person per 4 square metres of space indoors and one
person per 2 square metres outdoors (excluding staff), whichever is less.
- Function centres holding corporate events must have a COVID-19 Safety Plan in
place for each event, as well as being registered as a COVID-19 Safe Business
- COVID safety plan for function centre or corporate event is found here
- If you were to use the Showground as a venue it would need to be a ticketed
event with each person assigned to a seat and must not exceed 25% of maximum
capacity – children are included in this count.
- Non ticketed events can only be 500 capacity or one person per 4 sq m, which
ever is the lesser.
Smaller events: There is a Pubs, clubs, small bars, cellar doors, breweries, distilleries, karaoke
bars
or casino’s plan which you could use for smaller events, however Tropical Fruits would need
to
enforce 300 patrons, or the number allowable by one customer per 4 squares
metres indoors and one customer per 2 square metres outdoors, whichever is the
lesser. Children count towards the capacity limit. Bookings must not exceed 30 customers in
a booking.
Dancing: Forecast is no movement on the dancing policy soon. There is nothing to indicate
that this will be relaxed to such an extent that any group could successfully hold an event
that breaks even at best. The NSW Public Health order does not expire until December 24th,
2020, so this may be looked at them. For the foreseeable future an approved event for the
public that will feature dancing, co-mingling of groups of more than 20 people is going to be
difficult to undertake.
COVID Safe Event Key Resources:
Live Entertainment Industry Forum (LEIF) COVID Safe guidelines3. These are only guidelines
and have no impact on law or compliance and whilst they probably represent best practise,
they have not been adopted by NSW Government.
COVID Safe Planning COVID-Safe Business Planning4 Full guidelines for registering as COVID
Safe Business and Guidelines for COVID Safe Planning in NSW

See Appendix C for full list of Government & Industry COVID planning resources.

2

Version 1, October 26, 2020 (advice received from Jeremy Sheaffe jeremy@jses.net.au)
https://leif.net.au/guidelines/
4
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/covid-safe-businesses
3

FESTIVAL
The Festival and other larger activities that involve social gathering and dancing will likely be
delayed, adapted, or redesigned to meet NSW Health Guidelines for 2021-2022 period, or
longer.
Mardi Gras https://www.mardigras.org.au/
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras (SGLMG) is one of the oldest continuously operating
LGBTQI organisations in Australia. SGLMG was built on the foundations laid by early
community activists who fought for LGBTQI rights in a time of wide-spread, institutionalised
oppression, and discrimination. From these origins, SGLMG has evolved to include a strong
focus on celebration while maintaining a commitment to social justice for LGBTQI
communities.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Plan https://www.mardigras.org.au/images/uploads/images/mg19-strategicplan-flipbook.pdf
Annual Report:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/d66w1tjf8liz04j/MG19_AnnualReport.pdf
NOT PUBLICALLY CANCELLED YET IN PROCESS OF ADAPTING DA/EVENTS: 2021's
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras Festival will start on Friday 19 February, running
through until Sunday 7 March. We have received confidentially their adapted DA,
likely to be stadium parade event.
Membership: discounts with partners, vote AGM, first offer tickets, annual festival
launch
Partnerships- sponsor festival, Strong metrics which value add for financial partners
and grant funding see annual report
Social Justice Committee
Public fund- giving back to community
Strong volunteer network

ACCESSIBILITY FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY – ENSURING INCLUSION
• We use a range of strategies to support LGBTQI people with disability to enjoy every
panel and every party including:
• Wheelchair accessible entry for events
• AUSLAN (Australian sign language) interpreters
• Large print Festival Guide as a download from our website
• Festival Guide in Braille
• Accessible toilets at Festival events
• Promotion of Transport NSW’s accessible transport services to events
• Accessible taxi drop-off and pick-up zones and transfer services for the Parade
• Accessible, unobstructed Parade viewing area
• Complimentary tickets to Festival events for carers
• SBS radio audio description of the Parade for sight impaired persons
Gaytimes: http://www.gaytimes.com.au/ Australia’s queer music and arts camping festival:
multiple stages, feature performers, visual arts, yoga, talks, workshops, fun and games,

camping, glamping, cocktail bars, speciality coffee, food trucks and much more. Gaytimes is
BYO. Sustainability Initiatives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

reusable plastic glasses (deposit system) in our bars.
commitment to Green Music Australia’s BYO Bottle Initiative, we will not be selling
single use plastic water bottles.
Bring your own reusable water bottle. Free drinking water available throughout the
festival.
Bring your own keep cup or reusable coffee cup and we will give you a discount on
your coffee.
Encouraging all our food trucks and canteen to only serve food in cardboard or
compostable packaging to limit plastic packaging.
Our car passes help to offset the carbon footprint of the festival through TreeCreds
which go towards reforestation initiatives in Australia. Last year, car passes offset 36
tonnes of carbon emissions.
Car passes will also support donations to the local CFA Brigade and the local
Gembrook Scouts to give back to the local community
take the Shuttle Bus
GLAMPING & CAMPING: eco-friendly and sustainable option. Together with these
organisations, we are endeavouring to reduce amount of single use camping gear that
is abandoned at festivals and ends up in landfill.
LEAVE NO TRACE; recycling bags and garbage bags when you arrive, teams of cleanup crews
DON’T LET YOUR BUTTS TOUCH THE GROUND: Please also be respectful of your
campground and smoke only in the designated Smoking Areas. This is for bushfire
safety.

Heaps Gay: Heaps Gay has been coaxing Sydney out of its shell with larger-than-life parties
and events since 2013. Started by Kat Dopper to provide safe spaces and parties for the
queer community and allies to gather and celebrate without judgement. It’s aimed to spread
inclusive love through art. During COVID Heaps Gay went online with Loud n Queer TV, a 2hour music show live streamed on Facebook, designed to amplify the talent of young queer
musicians and keep our community connected during a world-wide pandemic.
http://heapsgay.com.au/about-heaps-gay/
Honcho Disko – have done two years of festival partnership to attract a younger queerer and
more diverse crowd to much success and some challenges. Honcho were a great example of
the potential partnership with other LGBTIQ/Queer Arts promotors.
https://www.facebook.com/HONCHODISKO/about/?ref=page_internal
Brisbane Pride https://brisbanepride.org.au/

BRISBANE PRIDE FESTIVAL INC STATEMENT on CORONAVIRUS (COVID -19)
https://brisbanepride.org.au/covid-19-statement-2/

With careful consideration of the health and wellbeing of the community by the Brisbane
Pride Festival Committee, we communicate to all members, communities, stake holders and
partners that the following have been postponed until further notice:
2020 Queens Ball: This decision will allow the Brisbane Pride Festival Committee to
reconsider and reassess future dates that complies with advice and direction from State and
Federal Health in relation to the gatherings of mass crowds. Brisbane Pride Committee will
continue to monitor and reassess up to date advice and direction in relation to COVID-19.
This will impact our ability to accurately plan at this stage how-ever, the Brisbane Pride
Committee will remain engaged to inform members of future plans for the 2020 Queens Ball.

Brisbane Pride Festival November 2020 is going ahead with a modified program & ticketed
https://brisbanepride.org.au/pride2020/
Brisbane Pride Fair Day is going ahead with modified & ticketed program
https://brisbanepride.org.au/fair-day/
Sydney World Pride 2023
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras won the bid for Sydney to host WorldPride 2023.
This means Sydney will become the first destination in the Southern Hemisphere to host
WorldPride, the marquee international LGBTQI pride event. WorldPride 2023 will coincide
with the 45th anniversary of the first Mardi Gras Parade and the 50th Anniversary of the first
Australian Gay Pride Week. Sydney WorldPride 2023 will be the global event that unites
LGBTIQ communities and Prides from across the world and brings them to Asia Pacific.
Together, we will listen and learn from some of the most isolated LGBTIQ+ communities in
the world, celebrate as one and show bold leadership as activists into the future.
COPY OF BID: https://www.mardigras.org.au/sydneys-bid
see SECTION 5 WORKING WITH OUR PARTNERS: CONNECTION AND VISIBILITY
• Through Sydney Mardi Gras’ Solidarity Fund, we give back to our community by
meeting the travel costs of un-resourced LGBTQI groups to attend and participate in
the Festival.
• COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS: Sydney Mardi Gras creates formal partnerships with key
community organisations to celebrate our communities and highlight important
global social justice issues.
• HUMAN RIGHTS AND HEALTH CONFERENCE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE,
TUESDAY 28TH-THURSDAY 2ND MARCH
REGISTER YOUR INTEREST IN TAKING PART IN WORLDPRIDE 2023:
https://www.mardigras.org.au/worldpride

Other COVID Safe
Festivals:
Savannah Summer
Series will happen in
Cairns and Mareeba,
Queensland this
October 1-3 in the
world first event.

https://www.triplem.com.au/story/the-world-s-first-covid-safe-country-music-festival-ishappening-in-australia-166867
Good Day Sunshine Festival – PROMOTERS CREATE WORLD FIRST COVID SAFE MUSIC
FESTIVAL FORMAT to be held in Barnard Park in Busselton, Western Australia, on October 31
– will allow groups of about 1250 people in a quadrant
COVID SAFE MEASURES BEING IMPLEMENTED:
• Larger event site to allow for 2sqm per person
• Event site split into four segments of 1250 pax, each having their own amenities,
entry and exit.
• A revolving stage in the centre, aptly named The Turntable Stage.
• Signage and super screen messaging throughout the day reminding patrons to
physically distance
• Led by a chief COVID-Safety officer, dedicated teams will frequently top up hand
sanitiser stations and clean any shared facilities including toilets, furniture and bar
tops throughout the day with approved surface products.
• Patrons will be encouraged to bring picnic blankets and low back chairs to create their
own social bubbles within the event site.
• Patrons will be able to choose the segment they attend and will remain in that
segment for the duration of the event.
• Utilising ticketing partners, they will have contact details for all ticket purchasers in
case contact tracing is required post-show.
See Appendix A, B & C for more Festival Information
COMMUNITY CENTRE
Community Centres are generally grassroots organisations where people from a particular
neighbourhood can meet for social events, education classes, or recreational activities. The
community centre & neighbourhood centre model has expanded to include government
funded services, and supported by peak bodies such as Local Community Services Association
(LCSA NSW) (https://www.lcsansw.org.au/) to ensure that services remain delivered and
relevant to communities in which they serve. Neighbourhood and Community Centres

generally are the heart of towns to provide a safe and inclusive space for people to meet and
continue to build meaningful connections through participation in community programs and
projects, reducing social isolation and contributing greatly to people’s health and wellbeing.
LCSA NSW is currently lobbying government to ensure Neighbourhood Centres are part of
the Long Term COVID Recovery Strategy5 and positioning the Centres themselves as agile and
responsive to the changing needs of community during this crisis. They are also ensuring they
have a seat at the table with key decision and policy makers in any future crisis planning,
management and recovery coordination and funding strategy moving forward.
The range of services that community services offer through directly funded activities
partnerships with other organisations include:
• Homelessness & Housing: case management, tenancy support & advocacy
• Mental health & Well-being: education, psychology, and counselling
• Drug & Alcohol and other addictions: education, counselling.
• Youth Support: case management, family therapy, referral services
• Domestic & Family Violence: case management, information, counselling
• Aged care: case management, day activities,
• Disability: Support Services, NDIS information and referral, referral services.
• Employment services
• Heath: physical health and well-being educational programs
• Sustainability: environmental & sustainable education
• Supporting Community Groups and other NGOs to meet and deliver services.
• Op Shops & Food banks
• Farmers markets and Small Community Markets
There are several large Australian LGBTI Community Services and Organisations which could
provide support for members, the community and ideal to partner with, including:
• AFAO: The Australian Federation of AIDS Organisations is the national peak body of
HIV and AIDS sexual health organisations.
• Australian Lesbian and Gay Archives: Collecting, preserving and celebrating Australia’s
queer past.
• Black Rainbow: Social network for Indigenous people who identify as LGBTI, sistergirl
or brotherboy. Also advocates for better mental health and suicide prevention.
• Community Centres have largely reorientated their deliver their services contactless,
through telephone appointments or using technology such as Skype or Zoom.
• Freedom2B: Assists LGBTI people from Christian backgrounds on their journey to
reconciling their faith, sexuality and gender identity.
• Genderqueer Australia: Specialises in the support of gender questioning and
genderqueer people, their family, friends and professionals who they go to for help.
• MindOUT!: A mental health and suicide prevention project supporting health
organisations to be inclusive of LGBTI people.
• Minus18: Provide mental health, peer mentoring and events to support same-sex
attracted and gender-diverse young people from all over Australia.
5
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NAPWHA: The National Association of People with HIV Australia.
Organisation Intersex International Australia: Intersex human rights, information,
education and peer and family support.
Out for Australia: An organisation that seeks to support and mentor aspiring LGBTI
professionals as they navigate their way through the early stages of their career.
PFLAG Australia: A non-profit voluntary organisation and support network for parents
and families of LGBTI people.
Pinnacle Foundation: Provides scholarships to LGBTI youth who are marginalised or
disadvantaged.
Pride in Diversity: Australia’s only national not-for-profit employer support program
for all aspects of LGBTI workplace inclusion. Publishers of the Australian Workplace
Equality Index (AWEI).
Pride in Sport: Sporting inclusion program specifically designed to assist National and
State sporting organisations and clubs with the inclusion of LGBTI employees, players,
volunteers and spectators.
QLife Australia: Free LGBTI phone and web counselling, coast to coast.
Silver Rainbow: An LGBTI ageing and aged care group that provides training for aged
care providers, resources, information and advocacy.
Transcend: Supporting trans* children and their families.
ACON: The AIDS Council of NSW is one of Australia’s largest LGBTI sexual health and
wellbeing organisations, with a variety of services on offer, including free rapid HIV
testing clinics, counselling, resources, substance support, and more.
NSW Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby: Provides referral and educative resources on gay
and lesbian rights to the media, policy makers and the community.

LGBTIQ Community Centres are rare in regional centres, so Tropical Fruits is uniquely placed.
ACON Northern Rivers and Lismore Women’s Health and Resource Centre are local
community centres and ideal partners, along with Northern Rivers Community Gateway
(Lismore Community Centre).
Twenty10, follows a community centre model in Sydney and across NSW, and works with
LGBTIQA+ people and others of diverse genders and sexualities, their families and
communities. They provide a broad range of specialised services for young people aged 1225 including housing, mental health, counselling and social support. For adults they provide
social support and offer telephone support and webchat as the NSW provider for the
national QLife project. They also offer inclusivity training and consulting for organisations and
service providers across most sectors. (http://twenty10.org.au)
The Freedom Centre (Western Australian) is run by young people for young people using a
peer support model. The volunteers and staff are all people who are also young and LGBTIQ+
and are trained to be able to give support and information to their peers. Freedom Centre is
primarily funded by the Mental Health Commission to prevent mental illness and promote
mental health. They are managed and auspiced by the WA AIDS Council as part of the Health
Promotion department. (https://www.freedom.org.au/ )
The Gender Centre develops and provides services and activities, which enhance the ability
of people with gender issues to make informed choices. We offer a wide range of services to

people with gender issues, their partners, family members and friends in New South Wales.
They are an accommodation service and also act as an education, support, training and
referral resource centre to other organisations and service providers. The Gender Centre is
committed to educating the public and service providers about the needs of people with
gender issues. (https://gendercentre.org.au/ )
The Centre NYC, states “Where everyone is celebrated for who they are.” The Center
provides programs for health, wellness and community connection, and specifically advocacy,
health and wellness programs; arts, entertainment and cultural events; recovery, parenthood
and family support services. They have a fantastic Arts & Cultural Program: book clubs, book
launches, in conversation with artists, performers & writers, exhibition space, long-running
Second Tuesday lecture series, film premieres, panels and performances, they attract notable
public figures from the arts, politics and academia to create, connect and celebrate with the
community. They have moved some of their exhibitions and events online during COVID19.
(https://gaycenter.org)

There is potential to partner with regional arts organisations and Arts Festivals, such as Byron
Bay Writers festival to develop a viable Arts and Cultural Program. Generally, all community
centres establish strong collaborations and partnerships to expand their services, beyond
what they are funded. There are other types of models that maybe suitable to start providing
services through the Clubhouse, such as the Consortium Model which is currently used to
establish and ensure service delivery in headspace across Australia.
The consortium model enhances each centres sustainability, and ensures community
connections, and broader local relationships, forged through a positive approach to
partnership.
International Human Rights
LGA WORLD – THE INTERNATIONAL LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANS AND INTERSEX
ASSOCIATION (https://ilga.org/ )
LGA World is proud to be a global voice of LGBTI networks, communities and movements
tirelessly committed to shaping a world where everyone can live safely, equally and free.
Our mission is to:
• act as a leading organisation and a global voice for the rights of those who face
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation, gender identity and/or gender
expression and sex (intersex).
• work towards achieving equality, freedom and justice for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans
and intersex people through advocacy, collaborative actions, and by educating and
informing relevant international and regional institutions as well as governments,
media and civil society.
• empower our members and other human rights organisations in promoting and
protecting human rights, irrespective of people’s sexual orientation, gender identity
and/or gender expression and sex (intersex) and to facilitate cooperation and
solidarity among ILGA World regions and members.
• promote the diversity and strengths of LGBTI people around the world.
ILGA-Europe: working towards equality and human rights for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and
intersex people in Europe and Central Asia. They have some fantastic online resources for

LGBIQ organisations to adapt to the new COVID normal. Protect, Adapt and Rally: The ILGAEurope three-part plan to support the LGBTI movement through the Covid-19 crisis.
(https://www.ilga-europe.org/covid19 ) This is ILGA-Europe’s plan to support our movement
through this crisis :
1. Protect We are already seeing the impact of the crisis on people who are underprivileged
or marginalised. Our first priority is to support LGBTI groups looking after their communities
by:
• Supporting organisations to support and protect LGBTI communities through these
times
• Providing advice and resources on communicating clearly during crisis
• Role modelling best practice in funder flexibility for groups at financial risk through
our regranting
• Continuing to carry out our important monitoring, documentation and advocacy work
to protect LGBTI people in Europe and Central Asia, including specific assessment of
the impact and challenges of the pandemic for our members and the community
2. Adapt Our working principle is to adapt to new working situations and conditions, and to
the new needs of the LGBTI community which arise as the Covid-19 crisis continues and
beyond. We will support LGBTI groups to adapt to this new and unprecedented situation by:
• Giving advice on transitioning to remote communication, campaigning and organising
• Providing advice and resources on effective financial management through the crisis
• Providing tech support and training on digital tools, online security and privacy
• Programmatic advice on how to adapt your strategy and activities to the new reality
• Offering advice on how to change advocacy focus and strategies to adapt to the
current situation
3. Rally When the unimaginable happens, it forces all of us to reimagine how the world could
work. We can change the way the world sees LGBTI people, our rights and our place in
society. We will first work on protection and adaption – then, in a few weeks from now, we
hope to continue our journey with you to…
• Work on reframing equality in the current context
• Access funding for emerging needs
• Strategize for effective online campaigning
• Find new ways to effectively rally and campaign online
• Explore and provide new ways for the movement to come together to learn from
each other and mutually support
• Strengthen the intersectional lens in all our advocacy work even more, ensuring we
tackle the inequality crisis we are facing and including the most marginalised of our
communities

CATCH UP WITH ORGANISATIONS OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Marie has spoken with key people at Mardi Gras and Falls/Splendour in the Grass, both have
agreed to support development of COVID safe framework through sharing information.
MARDI GRASS
Louie from MG said:

- They are looking at imminent approval for an adapted Parade held at a large sporting
facility
- They are using COVID sporting codes (netball guidelines) and intend to have up to 15,000
participants & spectators
- This was a 57-page submission which he said he would send to us - confidentially - for our
reference
- They are also hopeful for approval for their Fair Day based on the approvals as a Market
- The plan for this will include managed arrivals, all online ticketing and check-in and out
process to know who is there at any given time
- There will be no main party (no dancing)
- They are also working with local business to encourage people to book their own after
parade drinks/dinners
NOTE: Mardi Gras has shared their new DA application, which is highly confidential, but a
good framework for developing Tropical Fruits Planning documents.
FALLS/SPLENDOUR IN THE GRASS
Jeremy who works with Fall & Splendour and many other large up to 30k+ events around
Australia as the Safety Compliance Officer said:
- The main thing is getting on the front font with the health department
- Both Falls & Splendour are going ahead with a localised program and adjusted format
- QLD much further ahead and more supportive of Arts & Entertainment generally
- He thinks the political pressure to make things fairer across industries and States will
increase in a significant way (e.g. Gabba, Hillsong)
- Currently operating a dance floor is 'off the table'
- QLD are looking a lifting restriction further for Nov 1 and Dec 1 and Jeremy is working on a
1500-person dance event in QLD in Dec
- Jeremy offered to write us a synopsis of NSW obstacles as of now to get us started
- He stated the need to be proactive and pick and choose cods from other sectors to put a
COVID plan together
- Then get local stakeholder (local police, Health etc) on board as the rules change fast even
faster than those approving the plans (Health) know about

RECOMMENDATION: Consider full interview for subsequent version of report

PART C: SCANNING THE HORIZON
KEY POINTS & RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COVID19 will likely have ongoing impacts which will require TF to be adaptive,
responsive, creative, and flexible and deliver a different set of Events in the next 18
months. The current staffing levels should be reassessed to allow the organisation to
ensure strategic plan delivered and that responsiveness is not compromised.
Understanding the Federal & NSW Government COVID19 Recovery Plans is vital for
strategic planning.
Regional COVID19 economic recovery discussions should be a focus of organisation.
State & Federal Governments employment & training and other financial initiatives
provide opportunity for growth and stability.
Sustainability is a key area to build capability over next year.
Northern Rivers is forecast to be the fastest growing region in NSW during the next
twenty years, with population forecast to grow at 1.2% per annum.
LGBTIQ Australians experience poorer mental health outcomes and have higher risk
of drug & alcohol use and suicidal behaviours than their peers- supporting members
by building stronger relationships/partnerships in this area is vital.
Developing positions on political and social issues is align with mission and supports
members.
Development of social enterprise to diversify income stream will be possible through
resource investment (people, money & time) and specialised support to develop a
Business Development Plan.

WHAT IS HAPPENING AUSTRALIAN ECONOMICS, POLITICS & ENVIRONMENT
There is no doubt the COVID19, Climate Change, and an economic recession will have a
continuing impact on Tropical Fruits and other arts, festival and events organisations viability
for several years to come. The Federal and State Government have offered significant
financial incentives for businesses during the initial phases of the lockdown, including
Jobkeeper subsidies, ATO cashflow bonuses and increased Jobseeker and pension payments.
These opportunities were identified early in the process of this environmental scan, with a
strong recommendation to seek this financial support. We are currently observing the second
wave of COVID throughout countries which have not been able to stabilise cases throughout
Europe, Asia, and the Americas. It has been documented in the 1918 Spanish influenza which
had three main waves, that the second wave had the greatest impact on lives lost, closely
followed by the third wave. Each peaking in the Spring & Winter months. We are likely to
experience waves for at least 18 months.
The Australian Government’s policy on COVID19 is and elimination as opposed to
suppression strategy, which has been strongly criticised by the Australian Government’s
Deputy Chief Medical Officer, Dr Nick Coatsworth, for providing false hope6. Coatsworth
argues that true elimination is only a realistic strategy when you have a vaccine. The WHO
has recently confirmed its view that elimination and eradication are unrealistic goals. All
6
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hopes of Australian and Global economic recovery are pinned on a vaccine. Conservative
estimates within the epidemiology community that a viable vaccine will not be available until
the end of 2021. The mumps vaccine was developed in record time, 4 years7. An
understanding that recovery will be delayed is communicated in the political language and
adopting a new “COVID Normal”. The Victorian lockdown and border closures are likely to be
part of the new COVID-normal, to contain inevitable outbreaks. Social distancing and crowd
restrictions (or super spreading events) will also continue indefinitely, impacting the NYE
Festival severely. On a deeper level the community will be hit hard with the economic,
mental health and social impacts of Covid19, it is likely the full affect will not be appreciated
in Australia until after March 2021 when some government subsidies for individuals and
businesses will cease. A recovery plan for the region will need to be developed and it is an
opportunity for organisations such as Tropical Fruits to be at the table, to represent the
interests of its membership and diverse community representation.
The Federal Government has only been recently elected so there will be conservative
government guiding the process of recovery Nationally. The Federal government has made
policy decisions which will have impacts on the Arts and Music festival Sectors for a
significant period, this includes significant reduction or cessation of funding of the Arts.
Tropical Fruits is in a fortunate position, as it has significant cash reserves, and is structured
to not rely on government grants to implement its current schedule of annual events and
maintain staff, whereas other significant Arts organisations may be unviable if this policies
continue. The knock on effect is that artists operating as sole traders, and other periphery
businesses such as food suppliers, marquee and equipment hire businesses, will also be at
risk of dissolving and contribute to difficulty organising and planning Festivals and Events in
the future. There is significant lobbying occurring by the Arts, Festival and Entertainment
Sectors, to ensure that the economic benefits of the industry is not lost in the economic
recovery plans, it is advisable that Tropical Fruits is kept up to date in these conversations, by
partnering with organisations such as Sydney Mardi Gras and Splendour in the Grass who
have resources allocated to this function, and a larger voice, but could represent Regional
needs.
Key election dates are:
• The Queensland Government Elections are scheduled 21 October 2020
• The NSW Local Government elections are scheduled for September 2021.
• The Federal Government Elections end 2022- March 2023
• The NSW State Government Election is scheduled for March 2023.
Unemployment rates have hit an all-time high, with youth unemployment at significant rates.
There are several government incentives targeting youth employment, traineeship, and
creation of new roles. Creation of new positions would allow Tropical Fruits to actualise
several plans and address systemic issues regarding business development and diversity and
inclusion strategies. There will be other opportunities that could arise for Tropical Fruits with
the Governments economic and employment recovery plan. This could involve funding for
7
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training, discounted business loans and more tax breaks for companies. There is also likely to
be formalised volunteer programs with career pathways or mutual obligation programs, akin
to work for the dole, under a conservative government.
Prior to the CVOID19 pandemic, Australia was in the grips of unprecedented bush fires and
the global youth movement was rallying for Climate Action, catalysed and revitalised by the
leadership of Greta Thunberg and her impassioned plea to International Leaders to act now
on Climate Change. Australia is lagging the world in Climate Action and Policies, which will
not be resolved by the conservative or opposition government in the foreseeable future. The
reality is that the onus in creating a sustainable future is on each individual and business in
Australia, until the government can reorientate Australia’s business model to not rely on coal,
natural gas, and other mineral resources. There are some incentives for businesses to reduce
environmental footprint, such as solar and water saving rebates. Organisations are
increasingly being held responsible for their carbon-footprint, and in particular Festivals and
other large events are being publicly scrutinised by their huge production of waste. The
target is the youth to expose their hypocrisy of protesting for climate change, whilst trashing
the earth in pursuit of hedonistic release. Most larger Festivals now have in place
Sustainability Strategies, which include carbon offset, tree planting, renewable energy,
transportation strategies, zero waste, recycling, and reusable water/alcohol containers.

POPULATION GROWTH NORTHERN RIVERS
In 2019 the Northern Rivers NSW recorded the largest population growth change showing a
40% increase from 2011. The 2019 estimated residential population for Northern Rivers is
304,325 People. This represents a 4.8% increase from 2016 when the population on Census
night was 290,264 people. In 2011, the population was 277,281. The annualised population
growth rate for Northern Rivers is 0.6%
Aging population: The 50-59 years cohort is the most common with 43,772 people. The
percentage of the community 60 years or older is 30.85%. (SOURCE: Regional Development
Australia8)
According to the Regional Development Australia (Northern Rivers), the Population growth in
is driving high investment and employment growth, bringing demand for infrastructure e.g.
houses, roads, schools, hospitals and shopping centres; and demand for retail and financial
products, health and education services, libraries and other community services.
The Northern Rivers is forecast to be the fastest growing region in NSW during the next
twenty years, with population forecast to grow at 1.2% per annum (0.4% above the state
average). According to the Australian government Department of Health and Aging, the
northern Rivers region is projected to grow from 283,615 in 2007 to 359,720 in 2027. In June
2008 around 20% of the NSW population (1.38 million people) lived in coastal local
government areas (LGAs) outside the Sydney statistical division. The largest and fastest
population increase was in Tweed – on the far north coast – with an increase of 2,200 people
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(2.6%). Other coastal LGAs experiencing fast population growth included Byron Bay (1.6%)
and Ballina (1.5%). (SOURCE: RDA Northern Rivers9)

MENTAL HEALTH, DRUG & ALCOHOL USE
Although many LGBTIQ Australians live healthy and happy lives, research has shown that a
disproportionate number experience poorer mental health outcomes and have higher risk of
suicidal behaviours than their peers.10 These outcomes are directly linked to stigmatisation,
prejudice, discrimination and abuse on the basis of LGBTIQ status. The National LGBTI Health
Alliance 2020 Snapshot of Mental Health and Suicide Prevention statistics for LGBTI People
provides a snapshot of what is known of the current mental health and wellbeing outcomes
of LGBTI people in Australia. The full report can be found at
https://www.lgbtihealth.org.au/statistics.
Key statistics are:
Suicide Attempts: Compared to the general population, LGBTI people are more likely to
attempt suicide in their lifetime, specifically:
• LGBTI young people aged 16 to 27 are five times more likely
• Transgender people aged 18 and over are nearly eleven times more likely
• People with an intersex variation aged 16 and over are nearly six times more likely
• LGBT young people who experience abuse and harassment are more likely to attempt
suicide
Self-Harm: Compared to the general population, LGBTI people are more likely to have
engaged in self-harm in their lifetime, specifically:
• LGBT young people are nearly twice as likely to engage in self-injury
• Transgender people are six and a half times more likely
• People with an intersex variation are three times more likely
• LGBT young people who experience abuse and harassment are even more likely to
have self-harmed
Mental Health Disorders: Compared to the general population, LGBT people are more likely
to experience and be diagnosed with a mental health disorder, specifically:
• Lesbian, gay and bisexual people are twice as likely to have symptoms that the criteria
for a mental health disorder in the past 12 months
• LGBT people are twice as likely to be diagnosed and treated for mental health
disorders
Depression: Compared to the general population, LGBTI people are more likely to experience
and be diagnosed with depression, specifically:
• Lesbian, gay and bisexual people aged 16 and over are nearly six times more likely to
currently meet the criteria for a depressive episode
• LGBTI people aged 16 and over are nearly three times more likely to diagnosed with
depression in their lifetime
• Transgender people aged 25 and under are nearly ten times more likely to be
diagnosed with depression in their lifetime
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Gender diverse people aged 18 and over are nearly five times more likely to be
diagnosed with depression in their lifetime
• People with an intersex variation are nearly twice as likely to be diagnosed with
depression
Anxiety: Compared to the general population, LGBTI people are more likely to experience and
be diagnosed with anxiety, specifically:
• LGB people aged 16 and over are more than twice as likely to currently meet the
criteria for an anxiety disorder
• LGB people aged 16 and over are three and a half times more likely to be diagnosed
with anxiety in their lifetime
• Transgender people aged 25 and under are ten to thirteen times more likely to be
diagnosed with anxiety in their lifetime
• People with an intersex variation aged 16 and over are twice as likely to be diagnosed
with anxiety in their lifetime
USE OF CRISIS SUPPORT SERVICES: LGBTI+ People
• 71% of LGBTI+ people21 aged 16 to 27 indicated that they did not use a crisis support
service during their most recent personal or mental health crisis
• 32.6% of LGBTI+ people aged 16 to 27 who had not used a crisis support service
during their recent personal or mental health crisis
• most recent personal or mental health crisis indicated that their decision was due to
anticipated discrimination
• 29% of LGBTI+ people aged 16 to 27 who had not used a crisis support service during
their most recent personal or mental health crisis indicated that their decision was
due to not thinking that their experience warranted crisis intervention
• 28.8% of LGBTI+ people aged 16 to 27 who had not used a crisis support service
during their most recent personal or mental health crisis indicated
• that their decision was due to being unaware of crisis support services or unaware of
LGBTI+
These statistics were published in February 2020 prior to the pandemic. The World Health
Organisation (WHO) has identified that the pandemic has increased demand for mental
health services globally. Bereavement, isolation, loss of income and fear are triggering mental
health conditions or exacerbating existing ones. Many people may be facing increased levels
of alcohol and drug use, insomnia, and anxiety.11 The Buttery has made a statement about
the impacts on mental health and wellbeing during the pandemic, acknowledging the level
of anxiety symptoms across the community is increasing with the rise in Coronavirus cases.
They suggest stress-management, reduce social isolation, and seek support for increased
problematic drug and alcohol usage.
The government has invested additional funding to address the expected increase need for
mental health services in the forthcoming years. Funding is allocated to continuing telehealth, and increasing capacity of Lifeline, Beyond Blue, headspace and other already funded
organisations to managed increase demand. It is unclear how of this funding will be focused
on providing targeted support for LGBTIQ community. There are also additional business
mental health programs and training being funded by government. Beyond Blue has released
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a Report: Mental Health Ramifications of COVID-19: The Australian context,, it can be found
at: http://www.blackdoginstitute.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/20200319_covid19evidence-and-reccomendations.pdf
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics12, people identifying as lesbian, gay or
bisexual have relatively high rates of substance use compared with heterosexual people,
though daily smoking and risky alcohol consumption have declined. However, there is a lack
of comprehensive data available on the associated harms for this population group.
• From 2010 to 2019, the proportion of people who identify as homosexual or bisexual
who smoke daily declined from 28% to 16.0%.
• In 2019, 22% of people identifying as homosexual or bisexual reported drinking at
levels exceeding lifetime risk guidelines in 2019, down from 30% in 2010.
• In 2019, 38% of people identifying as homosexual or bisexual reported drinking at
levels exceeding single occasion risk guidelines, down from 45% in 2010.
• Around 2 in 5 (40%) of people identifying as homosexual or bisexual recently used any
illicit drug in 2019. This has remained relatively stable since 2010 (36%).

More information is available in the People identifying as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
intersex or queer (LGBTIQ) fact sheet13.
Chemsex is a term commonly used to describe the sexualised use of recreational drugs
particularly amongst gay and bisexual men. Experts strongly suspect that it's prevalent
among heterosexual couples too. However, most of the research on Chemsex focuses on gay
and bisexual men. This is because studies show a greater proportion of them use illegal drugs
than the rest of the population, and because of the connection between drug use and HIV.
The drugs used most are: Mephedrone, G (GHB/GBL), and Crystal Meth (methamphetamine).
Some people may find that they get stuck in a cycle with Chemsex where it can cause sexual
problems, mental health issues or difficulties with relationships, work, and finances. Heavy
and frequent use could lead to negative sexual experiences, including confusion over
whether they were consensual.14 Terrance Higgins Trust : https://www.fridaymonday.org.uk/
is a great harm minimisation resource for Chemsex for gay and bisexual men. The
Queensland Aids Council has completed a Chemsex Study recently: https://quac.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2018/02/Queensland-Chemsex-Study-industry-report-FINAL.pdf

12

https://www.aihw.gov.au/reports/phe/221/alcohol-tobacco-other-drugs-australia/contents/populationgroups-of-interest/patterns-of-consumption-by-drug-type
13
https://www.aihw.gov.au/getmedia/e8b46abc-5c25-4476-b8aa-efbdba9f6ae8/aihw-phe-221-infographicLGBTIQ_September-2020.pdf.aspx
14
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2019-04-20/chemsex-crystal-meth-ice-sex-risks/10993800

ENTERING THE ARENA: POLITICS, SUSTAINABILITY AND CAMPAIGNING
There is scope for Tropical Fruits to state clear positions on various policy issues of
government, peaks and a range of stakeholder groups which impact the communities who
access, and members, of Tropical Fruits. The members of the organisation could be
represented through entering policy discussions, though often organisations fear entering
the debates because of losing memberships. Due to Tropical Fruits non-affiliation with any
political parties or obligations due to funding restrictions, it is a unique and powerful position
to campaign. Many non-profit organisations, even government funded organisations, clearly
articulate their positions on sustainability, environment, reconciliation, homelessness,
disability rights, and LGBTIQ inclusion without jeopardising their membership support or
compromising their funding. This can be started from clearly articulating sustainability
measures for events, to implementing a Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP), and moderated to
transition into the policy arena. This is a small sample of organisations who are working in
this space.
• Act on Climate change- through sustainability statements, carbon offsets, green
energy purchasing and other statements and actions e.g. The Climatarian Challenge15,
Transport: promoting ridesharing, carbon offset initiatives
• War on Waste: reduction of waste and recycling (sustainability)
• Reconciliation Action Plan https://www.reconciliation.org.au/reconciliation-actionplans/
• Identity Politics & Inclusion of all- see Dykes on Bikes (Sydney) statement
• Homelessness- see https://www.queerspace.org.au/policy-statements/
• ACON: clear policy statements & participates in research.
• Green Music Australia: www.greenmusic.org.au
• Gaytimes: http://www.gaytimes.com.au/sustainability
• PARTY WITH THE PLANET: www.partywiththeplanet.orgOver 50% of waste from
multi-day events comes from audience campsites. An alliance of major festivals,
artists, NFPs and social enterprises have come together, under the leadership of
Green Music Australia, to tackle this enormous problem.
• Diversity Council Australia: https://www.dca.org.au/

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Social enterprises are businesses that trade to intentionally tackle social problems, improve
communities, provide people access to employment and training, or help the environment16.
Social Traders is a peak Australian Social Enterprise Organisation and estimate that here were
over 20,000 social enterprises operating in Australia, generating up to 3% of GDP and
employing 300,000 Australians prior to Covid19. The target beneficiaries include: 35%
people with disabilities, 33% young people, and 28% disadvantaged women.17
Social Enterprises use the power of the marketplace to solve the most pressing societal
problems. They are commercially viable businesses that exist to benefit the public and the
15

https://www.lessmeatlessheat.org/climatarian-diet/
https://www.socialtraders.com.au/about-social-enterprise/what-is-a-social-enterprise/social-enterprisedefinition/
17
Source: https://www.socialtraders.com.au/about-social-enterprise/what-is-a-social-enterprise/sectorsnapshot
16

community, rather than shareholders and owners. In the Australian context, social
enterprises take on a range of organisational legal structures so it difficult to distinguish them
from other organisations. The Tropical Fruits Festival could be a social enterprise, given the
profits are used to support LGBTIQ social inclusion in the region.
Social Procurement is one of the strongest income generating potentials in the Social
Enterprise Market. According to Social Traders, buying from social enterprises represents the
greatest untapped potential in generating positive, sustainable social impact.
It has taken significant lobbying from social enterprise peak bodies for the Government to
understand and recognise that social enterprise is an important contributor to our
economies and communities, and it needs to be supported. There is no direct financial
government support for social enterprise start-ups. A lack of policy development and
leadership from State and Federal governments is an issue in the development of Social
Impact Enterprises, as is the need for more accessible and appropriate finance, and an
improvement in the way impact is understood and measured.18

COVID ECONOMIC RECOVERY
NSW Government COVID19 Recovery Plan19 main focuses of investment are:
• major infrastructure pipeline investment over the next 4 years, which is not linked to
our region.
• Education and Skills investment may provide an opportunity for more inclusive
curriculum content and outreach work. There is also a strong emphasis on career and
vocational pathways investment.
• Digitisation and advancing manufacturing and local supply chains to build selfsufficient economy
• Reduce bureaucratic red tape between Federal and State
The Australian Government Economic Recovery Plan20 methodology assumes healthy
businesses means a healthy economy, and includes the follow relevant focus areas for
businesses & employers:
• Encouraging more training to give people the skills they need to get a job.
o Growing the skills workforce through the JobTrainer fund
o New apprenticeships: 50 % wage subsidies until Sept 2021
o Job-ready higher education graduates (including increasing Commonwealth
Supported Places at Regional Universities)
• Temporary JobMaker Hiring Credit provides businesses with an incentive to take on
additional employees aged between 16 and 35 years old commences Oct 2020 for 12
months. Employers must demonstrate that they have increased their overall
employment to receive the JobMaker Hiring Credit for a period up to 12 months for
each position created. To claim the JobMaker Hiring Credit, employers need to report

18

19
20

https://www.socialtraders.com.au/about-social-enterprise

https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19-recovery-plan

https://ourcomeback.gov.au/

•

•
•

•

•

their employees’ payroll information to the Australian Taxation Office through Single
Touch Payroll.
Tax incentives
The Government is introducing temporary full expensing of eligible depreciable assets
for businesses with turnover up to $5 billion from 7:30pm (AEDT) on 6 October 2020
until 30 June 2022. The measure will be available to around 3.5 million businesses
(over 99 per cent of businesses) that employ around 11.5 million workers.
Companies with turnover up to $5 billion will also be able to temporarily, up to June
2022, offset tax losses against previous profits and tax paid in or after 2018-19. This
will help companies that were profitable and tax paying but now find themselves in a
loss position due to the COVID-19 pandemic. By allowing them to access their losses
earlier, by way of a cash refund, it will provide a needed cash flow boost to keep their
business running, retain their workers and invest with confidence in the future.
Infrastructure investment, including completion of highway Ballina to Woolgoolga.
Increasing women’s economic participation, including expanding the Women’s
Leadership and Development Program grants to address barriers to women’s
participation through $47.9 million in funding for projects that will create
opportunities for women, help women retain employment and build career pathways,
including in male-dominated industries. It will also establish a Respect@Work Council
to address sexual harassment at work. The Government is providing an additional
$35.9 million to expand the Boosting Female Founders initiative to provide women
entrepreneurs access to expert mentoring and business advice. This will support 282
start-ups and 4,300 mentoring engagements for female entrepreneurs.
Digital business plan, supporting small business operators to use technology to
improve their processes. This includes providing an additional 10,000 places for the
Australian Small Business Advisory Services – Digital Solutions (ASBAS-DS) program.
The ASBAS-DS offers low cost, high quality advice on a range of digital solutions. We
will also improve access by businesses and workers to digital skills training.
Removing barriers to credit by simplifying access to credit for consumers and small
business

SEE APPENDIX B: Australian & NSW Government COVID resources for businesses

APPENDIX A: List of organisations reviewed in the immediate/Industry
Environment
Note: Need to regularly review regularly as changing frequently

LGBTIQ Organisations
Festivals/Events/Arts
• Screenhub: https://www.screenhub.com.au/news-article/features/covid-19/dr-jackiebailey/governments-around-the-world-respond-to-covid-19-impact-on-the-arts-260092
• MEAA: https://www.meaa.org
• Live Performance Australia: https://liveperformance.com.au
• Arts Queensland, Individuals Fund: https://www.arts.qld.gov.au
• QPASTT: https://qpastt.org.au/
Media

•

Curve (formerly LOTL) https://www.curvemag.com/home-aus/ - important issues of
advertising and communicating to LGBTIQ+ women – LOTL has been a (less than perfect)
print go to for a long time. Now only online – is this a viable way to reach lesbians/ How
to we reach young lesbians and Bi/Queer/Intersex/Trans Women and Non-Binary people
– for NYE advertising but more broadly in Club communications.

Social Clubs

•

Sydney Dykes on Bikes https://www.dykesonbikessydney.org.au/ DOB were Festival guest
of SHINE which was both of our 30th anniversaries as social clubs. DOB members road up,
led the parade, opened the party and the cabaret with us and created a special DOB
camping area which facilitated women meeting up. DOB members returned into the
festival and led the parade again in 2018.
o Membership based organisation: riding with us in the annual Mardi Gras parade,
social network, rides, or events,
o Partnered with Tropical Fruits- NYE event
o Charity work: Dykes on Bikes raises funds for charities in several ways. We
participate in the Pink Ribbon Ride and the Sydney Toy Run every year. The
members also choose a minimum of two charities that we donate to each year. To
do this we hold events like the annual Black & White Ball, the Bike & Tattoo Show,
and other events like Trivia nights.
o Inclusion Statement https://www.dykesonbikessydney.org.au/dobnews/dobsydney-puts-forward-our-inclusion-statement/
Dykes on Bikes Sydney was originally established to provide a safe space for
same sex attracted women to participate in motorcycling and community
events. Women have often been the marginalised, silenced, or invisible part of
the Gay and Lesbian community, and it is important that we have a space
where we can be loud and proud. Leading the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi
Gras Parade is one of the few spaces where women are highly visible.
Over the years our community has changed, and some of our members have
changed how they identify as well. Younger LBTQI people in the community

•

•

have more opportunities and support to explore their identity, which means
simply identifying as a woman may not cover their gender experiences.
We continue to welcome any member of the LBTQI community who identifies
as a woman, who is non-binary or genderqueer (an identity which does not fit
the male or female binary), and has a history of being assigned female and
who is also attracted to the same.
Dykes on Bikes QLD http://www.dykesonbikesqld.org/
o Membership organisation: Club events include monthly rides, dinners, charity
fund raising, BBQs, camping trips, rider education (basic mechanic, first aid and
rider skills training), supporting local and state-wide LGBTQI Pride events as well
as our annual pilgrim to the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras.
o Inclusion statement: All DOB QLD members are females, and we are all lesbians –
WITHOUT EXCEPTION.
Sydney Harbour Bears – long term attendees to Fruits we exchange tickets and support
each other’s events – for more than a decade. Bears have a special camping area to
facilitate meet ups with other bears.

LGBTIQ+ Health & Rights
• NSW Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby https://glrl.org.au/
• Gay and Lesbian Counselling Service of NSW. http://glcsnsw.org.au/
• Support Act Wellbeing Helpline: https://supportact.org.au/wellbeinghelpline/
• ACON
LGBTIQ+ POLICY ISSUE STATEMENTS & Participation in research: We are here to work with
legislators, policymakers, and service providers to help them understand and address the
needs of sexuality and gender diverse people and people living with HIV. Strategic Plan is an
excellent structured strategic plan, with clearly articulated Focus areas
•
•

•

Focus Area 1: Ending HIV transmission for all in our communities
Focus Area 2: Delivering excellent, client-centred care and innovative community
health programming
o We ensure that our communities are actively and meaningfully included in our
work and within our organisation
Focus Area 3: Giving voice to our communities and strengthening inclusion
o We ensure that ACON maintains meaningful involvement of people living with
HIV, and ensures their strengths and concerns are shared with decision
makers and the broader community
o We amplify the voices of those we serve to ensure that decision makers are
working with us to create opportunities for our communities to live their
healthiest lives
o We advocate for the meaningful inclusion, support and participation of our
communities and the reduction of discrimination and stigma
o We build strong partnerships and exemplify and share best practice models
for inclusion and participation
o We participate in and support research and strive for a strong evidence base
to inform decisions made about our communities’ health

•

•

Focus Area 4: Developing financial diversity, strength, and growth
o We ensure that the health of our communities is a funded priority in
mainstream health provision
o We deliver bold and exciting revenue generation activities that appeal to our
communities
o We ensure diversification of our income sources to ensure that we can deliver
against the health needs of our communities which may be underfunded
o We make prudent decisions about investing our resources, and ensure that
these investments are ethically sound
o We endeavour to find efficiencies in spending and source talent and resources
which are cost-effective while upholding the standards of our organisation
Focus Area 5: Building a workplace that attracts and develops the best people

Queerspace for LGBTIQ+ communities: https://www.queerspace.org.au/ Queerspace is an
LGBTIQ+ health and wellbeing support service established in 2009 by LGBTIQ+ communities
for LGBTIQ+ communities. Queerspace has a focus on relationships, families, parenting, and
young people and offers co-located services across the north-west metropolitan region of
Victoria.
•

•

Queerspace regularly advise government, peaks, and a range of stakeholder groups
regarding policy issues which impact the communities who access Queerspace services.
e.g. LGBTIQ+ Homelessness Position Statement
All Queerspace research is done by and for people in LGBTIQ+ communities and engages
participatory processes that include the full range of voices across the LGBTIQ+ spectrum.
Our research aims to address gaps in current knowledge about the health, well-being,
and service needs of LGBTIQ+ populations. Some current areas of inquiry include
respectful relationships, family violence and suicide LGBTIQ+ Homelessness Position
Statement21

Drug use and harm minimisation
•
•

•
•

21

The Buttery- Intra Outreach program https://www.buttery.org.au/the-buttery-programs/
HIV and Related Programs (HARP): HNSW Health, Northern NSW.
https://nnswlhd.health.nsw.gov.au/kids-families-health-services/hiv-related-programsharp/ HARP manages HIV/AIDS, sexual health and hepatitis C programs and services.
Services also include:
• health promotion
• education and information
• screening and testing,
• treatment
• health management, referral, and counselling
Pivot Point: drug & Alcohol resources & self-assessment tools https://pivotpoint.org.au/
ACON Rover program: program has been operating since 2003. Rovers are a volunteerbased community led initiative and we promote a culture of care at sexuality and gender
https://www.queerspace.org.au/policy-statements/

diverse dance parties and events. Rovers are sexuality and gender diverse peers and
allies, and we work in teams to:
Help patrons who require medical assistance to easily access onsite services
• Provide harm reduction services to patrons (e.g. provide water, encourage people to
take breaks and cool down, provide accurate alcohol and drug information)
• Provide party information to patrons (e.g. directions, lost property, show times, DJ
info)
• Help patrons easily access party basics (e.g. band aids, ear plugs, sunscreen)
• ACON Rovers are not security and are only concerned with people’s health and safety.
• VOLUNTEER TRAINING 1 DAY in Sydney

Festival/Event Sector
•

https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/programs-and-resources/sector-resources/
Excellent links for relevant information and organisations.

•

In a world first, Good Day Sunshine will bring you the first COVID-safe festival format; The Turntable

•
•

•

•

•

https://gooddaysunshinefest.com/the-festival/
Australian Festival Association: AFA: (https://www.australianfestivalassociation.com/)
Industry Framework for COVID Safe Events in Queensland https://www.covid19.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/132570/industryframework-covid-safe-events.pdf
30/06/20 - The AFA gave evidence at the Senate Select Committee. Transcript &
Submission
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/COVID19/COVID19/Public_Hearings
25/06/20 - The Federal Government announced a $250m Arts & Live Entertainment
Package. https://22f6a163-bacc-4de9-a3ca88eb6371fd5e.filesusr.com/ugd/49f242_c64b5a626c0b408e8d3008ec53c19cb4.pdf
I Lost my Gig https://ilostmygig.net.au/

I Lost My Gig Australia (ILMG) is an initiative of the Australian Festivals Association (AFA) and
the Australian Music Industry Network (AMIN). ILMG was established as a short-term quick
response data capture project to quantify the immediate impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on Australia’s live event and entertainment industries.
•
•

Friends of Fuzzy Directory https://www.fuzzy.com.au/2020/03/friends-of-fuzzy-directory/
Woodford – also a land-owning festival – I understand – also facing environmental
concerns with heat.

Music Industry
•

•

Music NSW
o Funding Calendar https://www.musicnsw.com/funding/funding-calendar/
o COVID 19 Resources https://www.musicnsw.com/resources/covid-19-resourceregister/
Green Music Australia is a registered charity, harnessing the cultural power of our
influential music scene to create a greener, safer future. www.greenmusic.org.au

Arts Industry
•

•
•

Status Report on Digital Workplaces and the Organisational Response to COVID-19 in
Australia: https://chieftech.com.au/post/covid19-out-of-officereport/Covid19OutOfOfficeReport2003201044AEST.pdf
Regional Arts NSW: Relief Grants http://regionalartsnsw.com.au/grants/raf-relief-grants/
Australian Council of the Arts https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au

COVID-19 - RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND ASSISTANCE
(https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/programs-and-resources/index/)
Sector resources: https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/programs-and-resources/sectorresources/ Excellent links for relevant information and organisations.
•

•

•

•

Re-ignite: a framework for the arts and cultural sectors in a COVID-19 environment: The
Australia Council has been listening to arts and cultural organisations, peak bodies and
independent artists about the impacts of COVID-19 and the changes needed to re-ignite
arts and cultural activity across the country. As a result, we have produced a two-part
response: Re-activate which supports jurisdictional compliance; and Re-imagine that
seeks to influence the national response to COVID-19.
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/programs-and-resources/RE-IGNITE/
The Re-activate: https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/programs-and-resources/Reactivate/
o The reactivate beyond step three resource document
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/workspace/uploads/files/re-activate-reportbeyond-step-5f03d8d34777a.pdf
Live Performance Australia (LPA) https://liveperformance.com.au/
o is the peak body for Australia’s live performance industry. Our role is to protect
and promote the interests of our Members.
o Some useful COVID resources and following the development of government
policy & funding of live performance
RESPONSES TO COVID-19 FROM ARTS AGENCIES AROUND THE WORLD: RECOVERY AND
EMERGENCY SUPPORT
https://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/workspace/uploads/files/300620-recovery-digitaland-em-5efe9c0b8c6e8.pdf

APPENDIX B: Australian & NSW Government COVID legislation,
guidelines, financial incentives, & resources for businesses
Note: Need to regularly review what is available to industry and clubhouse activities: Cut off
dates apply

NSW Government:
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/businesses-and-employment/financial-assistance
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

$3000 grants for small business (https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/businesses-andemployment/financial-assistance/grants-and-loans#grants-for-small-business)
Create NSW grants for screen, arts, and cultural sectors:
o Rescue and Restart package (https://www.create.nsw.gov.au/news-andpublications/news/covid-19-rescue-and-restart-package-announced-for-nswarts-and-cultural-sector/)
o Create Connects Webinars (https://www.create.nsw.gov.au/funding-andsupport/resources-for-funding-applicants/create-connects-webinars/)
Service NSW COVID-19 Assistance Finder: A Business Concierge can help you if your
business has been impacted by the NSW bushfires and/or COVID-19 (coronavirus).
(https://mybusiness.service.nsw.gov.au/concierge)
COVID-19 Business Recovery Roadshow
(https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/covid-19-help-small-businesses/covid-19business-recovery-roadshow)
Training and education
Infection control training (https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-andtools/covid-19-infection-control-training)
TAFE free online courses (https://www.tafensw.edu.au/fee-free-short-courses)
Mental health and general wellbeing
(https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/covid-19-help-small-businesses/mentalhealth-and-general-wellbeing)
General Business Support (https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/covid-19-helpsmall-businesses/general-business-support)

FEDERAL Government:
•
•
•

Job keeper and Cashflow boost (had cut off date to register, cashflow boost can be
appealed if did not receive)
Loan Guarantees (eligibility criteria: https://treasury.gov.au/coronavirus/smeguarantee-scheme)
Financial counselling for small businesses in regional areas

The Australian Government has committed more than $4.7 million to provide small
regional businesses affected by COVID-19 with access to free and confidential financial
counselling. The funding would help eligible small businesses access the immediate
advice and assistance they need to keep afloat and navigate the road to recovery.
Regional small businesses can register their interest by calling 1300 771 741

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fee waivers and tax assistance (https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/covid-19help-small-businesses/fee-waivers-and-tax-assistance)
o The Australian Tax Office (ATO) has increased its instant asset write-off
threshold to $150,000 per asset for eligible businesses.
o The Australian Government via the ATO is accelerating depreciation
deductions. The time-limited backing business incentive aims to support
business investment and short-term growth. A deduction of 50% of the cost of
eligible new assets will apply.
Coronavirus (COVID-19) resources for the general public
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/collections/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncovresources
Australian Health Protection Principal Committee (AHPPC) statement on the safe
return of crowds to stadiums, arenas, and large theatres:
https://www.health.gov.au/news/australian-health-protection-principal-committeeahppc-statement-on-the-safe-return-of-crowds-to-stadiums-arenas-and-largetheatres
National COVID-19 Coordination Commission (Advisory Board)
o Checklist for a COVID-19 safe and sustainable business:
https://www.pmc.gov.au/nccc/checklist-covid-19-safe-and-sustainablebusiness
o Planning for a sustainable future resource:
https://www.pmc.gov.au/nccc/planning-sustainable-future
o The National COVID-19 Coordination Commission (NCCC) has an online tool to
help businesses develop a plan to keep workers, customers, and the
community safe as they reopen or increase their activities in the weeks and
months ahead. Find out about the NCCC's planning tool to help businesses
reopen and be COVID safe.
(https://www.pmc.gov.au/nccc/resources/planning-tool-help-businessesreopen-and-be-covidsafe)
NSW Legislation COVID19 https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/
NSW COVID-19 Recovery Plan https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19-recovery-plan
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19 (current updates)
May be opportunities as Social Enterprise: building local supply chains though largely
irrelevant https://www.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-07/covid-19-recoveryplan-nsw-government.pdf

APPENDIX C: Government & Industry COVID planning resources.
Note: Need to regularly review as constantly changing.

NSW COVID-19 Restrictions to Business trading
(https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/covid-19-help-small-businesses/changesbusiness-trading)
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Businesses in NSW can now open and operate under the one person per 4 square metre
rules.
Where possible, employers must allow employees to work from home. Some types of
businesses are required to have a COVID-19 Safety Plan.
New compliance measures are in place for pubs, cafés, restaurants, breweries, cellar
doors, clubs, bars, and casinos.
Penalties apply for venues that are found to breach the public health order rules.
Visit: What you can and cannot do under the rules for the full list of changes.
(https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/what-you-can-and-cant-do-under-rules#penalties-forbreaching-gathering-and-movement-order)
Record keeping obligations: Where it is a restriction or condition of the current public
health order, a person who is required to record information must:
o record and keep the name and contact details (either a phone number or email
address) and time of entry of every person including staff, customers (unless only
collecting takeaway) and contractors, entering their premises for a period of at
least 28 days
o ensure the information recorded is stored confidentially and securely and only
used for the purpose of tracing COVID-19 infections
o on request, provide the information to the Chief Health Officer as soon as
practicable and not later than 12 hours after the request is made.
o For weddings, funerals, gatherings following a wedding or funeral, corporate
events and religious services that are not held at a hospitality venue, a group
representative may provide their contact details to the venue.
Penalties for breaching public health orders
o Breach of orders made under the Public Health Act 2010 is a criminal offence and
attracts heavy penalties.
o In the case of an individual, the maximum penalty is $11,000, or imprisonment for
6 months, or both and a further $5500 penalty may apply for each day the
offence continues. The NSW Police may also issue on-the-spot fines of $1000 for
an offence.
o In the case of any corporation, the maximum penalty is $55,000 and a further
$27,500 penalty may apply for each day the offence continues.

Music festivals and nightclubs
•
•

Music festivals within the meaning of the Music Festivals Act 2019 and including a music
festival attended by fewer than 2000 people are not permitted.
Night clubs are currently closed.

•

Music Festivals Act 2019: (https://legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act/2019/17/full)
o Obligations on music festival organisers
§ Safety management plans
§ Requirement to hold briefings for health service providers
§ Incident register to be kept
§ Enforcement of Act—gaming and liquor inspectors
o Music festival roundtable, relevant memberships Australian Festival Association,
APRA AMCOS, Music NSW, Live Performance Australia

COVID-Safe Business Planning
•

•

NSW: https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/covid-safe-businesses
o Steps to becoming COVID Safe Business
§ Complete a COVID-19 Safety Plan (Complete for Clubhouse activities and
each event)
§ Register COVID-19 Safety Plan
§ Show that you are COVID Safe
A local industry contact - Jeremy Sheaffe – Safety Officer for Falls and Splendour also
recommended looking at:
o https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/safe-workplaces/employers
o https://www.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-07/covid-19-safety-plan-majorrecreation-facilities_1.pdf

World Health Organisation, has COVID19 resources:
•

•

•

How to use WHO risk assessment and mitigation checklist for Mass Gatherings in the
context of COVID-19 https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/how-to-use-who-riskassessment-and-mitigation-checklist-for-mass-gatherings-in-the-context-of-covid-19
Mass Gathering risk assessment COVID-19: key considerations
https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/mass-gathering-risk-assessment-covid-19-keyconsiderations
Decision tree for risk assessment for mass gatherings
https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/decision-tree-for-risk-assessment-for-massgathering

